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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AFS

Annual Financial Statement

AGSA

Auditor General of South Africa

BTO

Budget and Treasury Office

CAE

Chief Audit Executive

CDW

Community Development Workers

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CIO

Chief Information Officer

CHDM

Chris Hani District Municipality

CIDB

Construction Industry and Development Board

COGTA

Eastern Cape Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs

CRR

Cumulative Risk Rating

CS

Corporate Services

CWP

Community Works Programme

DWS

Department of Water and Sanitation

DBSA

Development Bank of South Africa

DCOG

Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs

DRPW

Department of Roads and Public Works

ECDC

Eastern Cape Development Co-operation

EMLM

Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality

EM

Executive Mayor

EXCO

Provincial Executive Council

EPG

Eastern Cape Provincial Government

EPWP

Expanded Public Works Programme

FBS

Free Basics Services

FY

Financial Year
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FMCMM

Financial Management Capability Maturity Model

FRP

Financial Recovery Plan

HOD

Head of Department

HSLD

Human Settlements and Land Development

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IDP

Integrated Development Plan

IPMS

Integrated Performance Management System

LED

Local Economic Development

LGA

Large Power Users

LGSETA

Local Government Education and Training Authority

LLF

Local Labour Forum

MDB

Municipal Demarcation Board

MEC

Member of Executive Council

MFRS

Municipal Finance Recovery Service

MBRR

Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations

MEC

Member of Executive Council

MFMA

Municipal Finance Management Act

MIG

Municipal Infrastructure Grant

MISA

Municipal Infrastructure Agency

MM

Municipal Manager

MPAC

Municipal Public Accounts Committee

MSA

Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000

MSCOA

Municipal Standard Charts of Accounts

MTREF

Mid Term Revenue and Expenditure Framework

NERSA

National Energy Regulator of South Africa

NMD

Notified Maximum Demand
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OHS

Occupational Health and Safety

OOP

Office of the Premier

PMU

Programme Management Unit

PT

Provincial Treasury

RDP

Reconstruction and Development Programme

RIAMP

Road Infrastructure Asset Management

SDBIP

Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan

SALGA

South African Local Government Association

SCM

Supply Chain Management

SDF

Spatial Development Framework

SMME

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprise

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SPLUMA

Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act,

TS

Technical Services

VAT

Value Added Tax

WSA

Water Service Authority

WSIG

Water Service Infrastructure Grants

WSP

Water Service Provider

WWTW

Waste Water Treatment Works
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality (EMLM) is a Category B municipality (Area: 13 584km²)
situated within the Chris Hani District in the central part of the Eastern Cape Province. It is the
largest of the six municipalities in the district, making up over a third of its geographical area
established after the amalgamation of the three municipalities (Inkwanca, Tsolwana and
Lukhanji Local Municipalities). In terms of Section 21 of the Local Government: Municipal
Demarcation Act of 1998, the MBD has: a) Re-determined the boundaries of the three municipalities referred herein by amalgamating
the remaining portion of the municipal area of Tsolwana with the municipal areas of
Inkwanca and Lukhanji.
b) Determined the municipal boundaries of the new Category B municipal area.
c) Such municipal area is referred to herein as Enoch Mgijima Municipality.
It was established in terms of the Provincial Gazette No. 3717, Provincial Notice 182 of 2016
by the amalgamation of the former Tsolwana, Inkwanca and Lukhanji Local Municipalities in
August 2016. The area has a rich historical background dating back to the 18th century, with
several monuments and key places of interest.
The total population, after the re-determination of the boundaries in 2016 is approximately
245,975.
Subsequent to the decision of the Provincial Executive Council to intervene in the affairs of the
municipality in terms of Section 139(1) (b) and 139 (5) of the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa. Mr Vuyo Mlokothi has been seconded/ appointed as an Administrator of Enoch
Mgijima Local Municipality for a six (6) months period effective from 14 September 2018.
In fulfilment of the executive obligation assumed by the Provincial Executive Council to
intervene in the affairs of the municipality, the Administrator is expected to discharge duties of
an Accounting Officer of the Municipality as outlined in the MFMA and as the representative of
the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) responsible for local Government and Traditional
Affairs. He will perform functions of Financial Management and Administration, Credit Control
and Debt Collection, Supply Chain Management and develop a Financial Recovery Plan as
these functions have been taken over by the EXCO and delegated to the MEC.

vii
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Methodology in Developing the Financial Recovery Plan
Given the nature of the recurring financial problems, detailed assessment needed to be
undertaken to ensure that the key objectives of a holistic Financial Recovery Plan (Plan) was
indeed achieved.
The Financial Recovery Plan is prepared as a result of a provincial intervention referred to in
section 139(5) of constitution read together with section 139(1) and 141 to 142 of the Municipal
Finance Management Act (MFMA). The recovery plan is part of the Provincial Governments’
intervention strategy to place EMLM on a sustainable footing which will result in an effective
and efficient organisation that is financially stable and provide services to the community on a
sustainable basis.
The consultative approach adopted in the development of the “Plan” involves a detailed
analysis of all relevant documentation, coupled with engagements with the Executive Mayor,
Municipal Manager, Management, other Municipal staff and National and the relevant
Provincial Government Departments and other key stakeholders including community
comments and inputs based on the published draft plan.
The Plan sets out the assessment outcomes and provides key strategies to be considered in
securing the municipality’s ability to meet its financial commitments and obligations to provide
sustainable basic services. Ultimately, the Plan will form the basis of the stabilisation and
recovery of Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality.
Summary of Status Quo Assessment
This Section of the Plan provides understanding of the organisational structure, human
resource and institutional matters as well as the service delivery, infrastructure and financial
challenges being experienced by EMLM.
Organisational Structure, Human Resources and Governance Matters


Governance: Key issues within governance can be summarised as follows:
a) The overall audit outcomes of the municipality have not changed from the prior
years due to instability at leadership and key positions being vacant for a greater
part of the financial year;
b) Leadership did not execute oversight regarding financial and performance
reporting;
c) Leadership and management did not provide effective leadership;
d) Gaps in non-adherence to scheduled meetings and reporting requirements;
e) Lack of practical audit action plan with timeframes and audit outcome;
f) There is no policy framework to give effect to the code of conduct that regulates
ethical behaviour for both officials and councillors;
g) Lack of mechanisms to address prevention of irregular, unauthorised, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure and no related consequence management;
h) MPAC unit not adequately resourced;
viii
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i)

Insufficient human resource management which results in inadequate skilled
resources and performance monitoring;
j) Lack of proper record management;
k) Lack of compliance with legislation;
l) The External and Internal Audit findings are not attended to by management,
m) Internal controls not effective, risk management has not been prioritised by the
management resulting to ineffectiveness of risk management unit,
n) Insufficient procurement and contract management controls and compliance; and
o) Disciplinary board is established in terms of the municipal regulations for financial
misconduct, but it is not operational)
















MPAC: MPAC did not adequately exercise oversight and assist the municipality to
address irregular, unauthorised, fruitless and wasteful expenditure incurred.
Councillor support: There are gaps in oversight, which is the responsibility of council
and its committees. This also indicates lack of proper clarification of role and
responsibility which impacts on separation of powers and duties.
Public participation: All 34 wards are operational but don’t have operational plans and
the stakeholder management engagement is effective, projects implementation protocol
is in place, and the municipal crisis management committee dealt with community unrest
according to crisis management plan.
Service delivery model: There is a need to develop a service delivery model which
must consider how the municipality should deliver services in an efficient and costeffective manner. This should also address delivery of services such as licensing, Game
Reserves & resorts, waste management and libraries
The internal audit: The section has human resource challenges and therefore lack
internal capacity in terms of personnel as well as skills and knowledge of inherent
auditing requirements is also affecting the effectiveness of the Internal Audit unit. Also,
there is no adequate risk-based audit plan and in addition there is non-responses to audit
findings by management.
Risk management: Risk committee is not functional, and risks are not identified by the
municipality and as result, there are no mitigation strategies.
Organisational Structure: The current organisational structure needs to be reviewed
as it seems bloated, top heavy and it is unaffordable. The organisational structure should
be reviewed in such way that it considers the current financial state of the municipality
and streamline the overall organisational structure within the available budget. All
positions created in the organisational structure must be strictly funded positions. Also,
it does not have job descriptions in place nor has conducted job evaluation.
Vacancy: The Municipality currently has 1308 positions of which 839 positions are filled,
with a vacancy rate of 36%. In addition, there is a total of 434 (33%) unfunded posts from
the total establishment. However, the municipality has filled the positions of MM, CFO
and the Technical Services Manager in 2018 meaning three out of five section 56
management positions were filled with two vacancies.
Labour Relations: It is noted that there is lack of accountability and no consequence
management. Also, employees need to be trained on effects of staff discipline.
ix
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Training and Development: Most employees do comply with Municipal Regulations on
Minimum Competency Levels for municipal officials. At least (80%) are complying out of
the possible 100%. It should however be noted that the top tier management positions’
incumbents follow the minimum competency level requirements.
Performance Management: The individual performance management is only in place
for Section 56/57 managers. The current performance management system is not in
compliance with the Municipal System Act and Municipal Planning and performance
management regulation. In addition, it does not provide for mechanisms to be utilised to
ensure that there is adequate monitoring and reporting processes. There is a need to
ensure that the performance scorecards of senior management makes provision for key
performance areas, indicators and targets that contribute towards prudent financial
management, aligned to the service delivery and budget implementation plan and the
same adheres to the SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Resources and
Timeframes) principle. The individual performance management is only in place for
Section 56/57 managers
Staff Allowances: There is a lack of policy implementation to address abuse of
overtime, essential-user scheme and cell phone allowances and contract-workers
resulting in high employee costs. Those allowances are currently under review
Human resource strategy: The municipality does have a Human resource strategy to
ensure that it is able to implement human resources best practices of attracting,
developing, rewarding, and retaining employees for the benefit of both the employees as
individuals and the organization but this strategy need to be reviewed
Leave management and absenteeism: The municipality incurred employee costs of
paying out leave days not taken by employees. Management should discourage such
practises
Change management strategy: The municipality does not have change management
strategy to deal with changes within an organisation when they occur, and this impose a
challenge to canvass for buy-in from employees, stakeholders and leadership.
Legal: The legal and compliance section is a newly created section on the organogram
and thus far staffed by a General Manager. The General Manager has been assigned
with the responsibility to start with drafting proposals for the proper staffing of the unit.
The municipality does have a litigation register which assesses prospects of all legal
matters within the municipality and currently the contingent liabilities increased from
R7.3m (2016/2017) to R8.9m (2017/2018). It should be noted that the contingent
liabilities as reflected do not appear to be reflecting the true state of affair as evident by
the Auditor General report due to (weakness on control environment and lack of records
management system.in addition to inconsistency of reporting by lawyers appointed by
the municipality.
Information Technology: The municipality does not have an IT steering committee,
disaster recovery plan and network master plan.
System of Delegations: It is very clear from the outcome of the assessment of the
current system of delegations that it is not structured in a manner that will assist the
council, its structures, organs and officials to execute their roles and responsibilities, and
to maximise administrative and operational efficiencies as expected.
x
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By-laws Development and Enforcement: There is a need to have an updated register
of reviewed and rationalised by-laws that are geared towards advancing the objectives
of the municipality in addition to ensuring compliance with the Constitution and applicable
legislation.
Council Oversight: Council has the authority to appoint committees in terms of section
79 of the Municipal Structures Act to assist it in executing any of its roles and
responsibilities as mandated by the Constitution which is inclusive of the oversight role
over the executive and the administrative components of the municipality.
Where section 80 committees of Council are established, the Council’s sitting is to a
greater extent limited to deciding on those matters where powers and functions have
been reserved for a decision by a council resolution and those powers and functions
reserved for council by legislation. This arrangement unfortunately has unintended
consequence of restricting or limiting the critical oversight role of Council. …There is
currently no separation of powers between the Council, Executive and the
Administration.

Service Delivery and Infrastructure
Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality is mandated to provide constitutionally prescribed
infrastructure-related services including among others, electricity, solid waste disposal and
roads and storm-water to its residents. The performance of the Municipality’s infrastructure
provides the foundation for its economic development, competitiveness, prosperity and the
overall quality of life for its residents. It is therefore crucial that for the Municipality to thrive, its
infrastructure and service delivery operations should be run efficiently and be financially
sustainable.
The provision, operation and maintenance and timely lifecycle replacements of infrastructure
are key requisites in ensuring sustainable quality services provision; and the efficiency and
effectiveness with which it is delivered is a key determinant of the financial sustainability of the
Municipality.
Service Delivery Performance
The table below presents the infrastructure services to households and against the minimum
H/ Holds at or
H/Holds
% H/ Holds at or
above
below
above minimum
Service
minimum
minimum
service level
service level
service level
Refuse Removal

39 600

32 420

55%

Electricity

66 640

5 360

93%

Roads

6 340

4 004

63%

Table 1: Infrastructure Services to Households and Against the Minimum Service Levels
(Source: 2018/19 IDP)
xi
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The Municipality is facing the following high-level service delivery and infrastructure
challenges:


Shortage of technical skills in the municipality such as engineers, electricians,
technicians and planners to plan, implement, operate and maintain municipal
infrastructure.



Absence of up to date infrastructure sector plans which compromises
implementation of new infrastructure and the sustainability as well as certainty of the
delivery of services.



Poor Capital and Operations budgeting – Under-spending and under-budgeting of
infrastructure capital and operational budgets.
Planning is fragmented and concentrates on short-term instead of long-term matters
and this compromises implementation and sustainability as well as certainty in service
delivery;





Under-performance of existing infrastructure caused by ageing assets and poor
repairs and maintenance resulting in failure to sustain constant services supply;



Distribution losses in electricity reticulation, as a result of illegal connections, poor
maintenance of the existing infrastructure and old electrical infrastructure with high
energy loss indexes;



Inaccurate billing information as a result of estimated meter readings because of
malfunctioning bulk and domestic meters, inaccessible or locked properties, unmetered
properties and meter tampering.



Frequent electrical outages, as a result of ageing infrastructure, overloading of
electrical grid as well as theft of cables and other electrical infrastructure.



By-laws must be developed and be enforced to enhance service delivery, revenue
collection and law and order;



Shortages of equipment, vehicles, machinery and plant to carry out both projects
implementation and operations & maintenance across the infrastructure and service
delivery cluster.



Under investment in the Repair and Maintenance of infrastructure, leading to poor
asset performance and impairment as well as resultant regular service delivery
interruptions.



Poor conditional grant management and expenditure. The Municipality was lagging
in its grant funding expenditure against national bench marks in the 2016/17 and 2017/18
financial years. As a result of the under expenditure, R 40 039 351.00 of grant funding
was returned to the National Revenue Fund according to the 2017/18 Annual Financial
xii
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Statements. This is highly unacceptable given the high service delivery backlogs and
capital projects funding challenges the Municipality is currently facing.


Partial or non- implementation of asset management plans leading to poor asset
performance;



Audit of land to implement infrastructure related projects;



Informal settlements without access to services resulting in community protests,
illegal connections, health and environmental hazards.
Immovable Properties: The municipality can also use the improved and
unimproved immovable properties to stimulate economic growth within its area of
jurisdiction through an appropriate land disposal strategy. There must also be a
reflection on the immovable property portfolio (improved or unimproved) that is currently
being leased. The information will help to ascertain if market related rentals are paid by
tenants and timeously.



Town-planning matters: It is imperative to obtain information on development
processes more specifically the Institutional process plan with timeframes (turn-around
times) for processing of town-planning applications and approval of building plans. This
has the potential to increase the rates and tax base for the municipality in addition to
other inherent socio-economic benefits.

Financial Challenges
Enoch Mgijima Local Municicpality is experiencing huge financial challenges, the most critical
of these include:

Cash flow: EMLM is facing severe problems to an extent that it cannot honour its
financial obligations.

Liquidity: Analysis of cash available for short term obligations

2017/18
Cash in the Bank
Trade and Other Payables
Commitments




2016/17
585 217
162 459 646
64 953 344

50 789 089
67 921 945
79 836 684

Liquidity Ratio: 0.51:1 (2017/18) decreased from 1.01:1 (2016/17).
Trade and other Payables including unspent grants and retentions increased from
R68m (2016/17) to R162m (2017/18) Eskom is the highest at R126m (2017/18). The
municipality has payment arrangement with Eskom.
xiii
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Gross Debtors increased significantly as a result of poor credit control and debt
collection - increased from R381m (2016/17) to R398m (2017/18).
Over-commitments: Capital expenditure commitments as of 30 June 2018 amounted
to R65m which is very high and has risk of not being honoured. Cost containment
measures by both administration and council has to be implemented without any further
delay.
Contingent Liabilities / Litigations: increased from R7.3m (2016/2017) to R8.9m
(2017/2018).
IDP & Budget is not responsive, not cash-backed, credible, realistic and sustainable
Financial position per previous financial statements and current year-to-date financial
status is not used as a basis when the subsequent year IDP and Budget is compiled.
Distribution losses is currently at 10%.
Electricity Services is operating at a huge loss: not even the cost of bulk purchases is
recovered. Electricity losses is R40.2m (2016/17) which is 21% and R70m (2017/18)
which is 31% of bulk purchases. EMLM does not have systems in place, such as
automatic meter reading and or enough zone bulk meters, in order to systematically
determine the Electricity balance and the distribution losses. EMLM currently relies
completely on the billing system to determine Electricity losses. This is also due to old
infrastructure and Electricity unaccounted for as a result of faulty/no meters.
 Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality is in breach of its obligations to meet its financial
commitments by failing to make payments as and when due which in aggregate is more
than 2 percent of the Municipality’s budgeted operating expenditure in terms of Section
140 (2) (c) of the MFMA. For the 2017/18 financial year, the Municipality’s operating
expenditure budget was R622 million while the trade and other payables were standing
at R152 million and this is 24.5% of the municipality’s operating budget.
 Operating deficit: Actual current expenditure exceeds actual current revenue. For the
2017/18 financial year, the municipality has spent R728 million against the total revenue
of R644 million. The assessment outcomes of 2018/19 MTREF Budget revealed
weaknesses in budgeting, both on the revenue and expenditure budgets and these
should be addressed through the adjustment budget and beyond.
 Procurement of goods and services is usually performed in contradiction of SCM
regulations and applicable laws.

The Financial Management Capability Maturity Model (FMCMM) assessment outcomes also
revealed several weaknesses including risk management, asset management, liability
management, revenue management and supply chain management and the BTO structuring
and functioning. Aspects needing attention are highlighted in the detailed report “Enoch
Mgijima local municipality FMCMM and Indicator Assessment Report, March 2018” and these
weaknesses must be addressed.
The municipality must fully implement the final outcomes of the MTREF 2018/19 revised
budget and the Mid year budget and performance assessment engagements subsequent to
the benchmark engagements held with Provincial Treasury in 2018/19 financial year and
mitigate the risks highlighted. The 2018/19 budget adjustment will therefore have to be based
xiv
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on realistic revenue of the municipality aligned to expenditure line items which is the base line
of all subsequent budgets. Employee related costs should also be addressed as it is putting
serious pressures in the budget as other employees who are paid are not in the organisational
structure.
Nature and Extent of the Strategies Identified
The assessment had identified a few strategies that must be defined, developed and
implemented in the immediately, short, medium and long term to address the challenges faced
by the municipality and to follow a path of financial and service delivery sustainability. The
municipality has various strategies at its disposal to effect the changes needed for
sustainability, but not all can be considered due to its limited cash flow and institutional
capacity.
Further, and due to the long term nature of some of the strategies identified, the focus in the
short term adopted the Pareto Principle (20% of activities that will contribute 80% to the
successful implementation of the plan) ensuring that the strategies adopted will have the
greatest impact and can be done within the financial and human resource capacity and
capability of the Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality.
It should be noted that any other strategies not immediately addressed in this financial recovery
plan should still be addressed in the long term and should not be ignored. Key strategies
addressed in the Plan must all be implemented by the Enoch Mgijima Local Muicipality as this
is a holistic and integrated plan, and the outcome must be to ensure financial resilience and
service delivery sustainability. The strategies had to therefore ensure that the objective of a
financial and service delivery improvement can be achieved in the shortest possible timeframe
and that they at least address the following: 1.

Reduction in expenditure on non-essentials and optimising current spending within the
municipality to accelerate economic growth, job creation and value for money;

2.

Increasing revenue through increasing client base, improved collections and billing
efficiencies; and…

3.

Ensuring proper administrative and governance arrangements are in place to manage
and address the key financial and service delivery challenges of the municipality.

xv
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Key Strategies Identified in the Plan
This financial recovery plan including the implementation thereof is critical to achieve
the objective of financial and service delivery sustainability.
Further, and as informed by the status quo assessment, the following overarching strategies
to address the challenges faced by the municipality are therefore contained in the Plan: 1.

Enhancing the operations of the municipality through organisational realignment, human
resource development and restructuring, appropriate comprehensive system of
delegations, improved governance and political oversight, and the filling of critical
positions, amongst others;

2.

Improving financial sustainability through amongst others budget restructuring, revenue
and expenditure management/ cost containment, cash management, tariff restructuring,
review of all core and non-core functions and development of a long-term financial plan;

3.

Implementation of revenue enhancement initiatives to ensure improvement of the
collection of rates and service charges, overall collection levels and improved cash flow;

4.

Improving and enhancing asset management through integrated infrastructure and asset
management planning to ensure sustainability through planned maintenance and
replacement, and ability to absorb growth in population and development, as well as
ensuring more effective fleet and facilities management; and

5.

Improving financial administration through, amongst others, proper supply chain
management, risk management and addressing audit related issues including those
pertaining to the functioning of the Internal Audit Unit and the Audit Committee.

The combined impacts of these strategies are intended to address the core and underlying
causes that triggered problems at the municipality.
Successful implementation will also require greater political oversight, efficient and effective
administration and governance arrangements to drive and sustain the implementation of the
service delivery mandate and community expectations of the municipality. These strategies
are also intended to respond to challenges facing the municipality and are addressed in the
financial recovery plan. The strategies are further elaborated upon below and set out in the
Detailed Implementation Plan in Section Seven.
Mandatory budget reprioritisation
The outcomes of the financial analysis reflect a need for budget reprioritisation which should
be effected through the 2018/19 adjustment budget as follows:


The municipality’s operating revenue budget for the financial year 2018/19 is unrealistic
and should be adjusted downward by 7% from R664 million to R617 million from the
xvi
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2018/19 original MTREF. The implementation of strategies and interventions in this
plan are critical to change this trajectory in the immediate, short term and beyond to
reach the collection level norm of 95%.


The municipality’s operating expenditure budget for the financial year 2018/19 is also
unrealistic and should be adjusted downward by 14% from R717 million to R616 million.
The implementation of strategies and interventions related to cost containment,
elimination of inefficiencies is critical to further enforce this trajectory in the immediate,
short term and beyond to reach the contracted services norm of 2% to 5% and
electricity losses norm of 7% to 10%.



Reduction of the employee cost by at least 15% progressively in three financial years
(2018/19 Adjustment budget:5%); 2019/20:5% and 2020/21:5%). This particularly
relates to reduction of overtime and contract workers, non-payment of performance
bonuses and any other benefits not in accordance with directives and collective
agreements. Also, as and when positions become vacant, funds for those vacant
positions must be redirected to fill positions of revenue, mandatory and service delivery
capacity imperatives; and



Implementation of cost containment measures which include elimination of catering
services, minimisation of travelling, accommodation, cell phone and telephone costs.

The surplus to be realised through the full implementation of the financial recovery plan should
be directed to repairs and maintenance, capital expenditure on revenue generating
infrastructure, repayment of creditors and revenue enhancement initiatives.
Implementation of the Financial Recovery Plan
It is emphasised that the responsibility to implement the Plan rests with the municipality. The
Financial Recovery Plan must be monitored by the Municipal Council, the Executive Mayor,
the Municipal Manager and Eastern Cape Provincial Executive through the MEC of Finance in
the province to ensure successful implementation.
This Plan places significant implementation responsibility on the Municipal Manager, Chief
Financial Officer and the Executive Directors. However, it must also be emphasised that the
strategies set out in this Plan relate to activities that must be institutionalised and performed
by various municipal officials, as part of their routine duties and tasks. Those appointed to such
positions, even in acting capacities, are given specific roles and responsibilities, which must
be re-enforced and captured in their Revised Performance Agreements.
The implementation responsibility should also be operationalised and institutionalised whereby
the key focus areas and activities outlined in the Plan should be cascaded to all relevant
municipal officials and included in the SDBIP and their respective Performance Agreements
as mentioned earlier. It is also important that a “portfolio of evidence” is retained throughout
the implementation of the Financial Recovery Plan to enable the assessment of the results and
to ensure accountability and ownership of the process.
xvii
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In respect of financial resources required to support the implementation of the Plan, the key
will be the restructuring of the budget taking into consideration mandatory budget limitations,
implementing the revenue enhancement initiatives and commitment to stringent expenditure
controls.
In addition, support and resources must be augmented by the commitment of the Provincial
Executive as indicated in this Plan to accelerate the turnaround. The Eastern Cape Provincial
Treasury (PT) shall lead a process on further resourcing of the Plan, including prioritisation of
projects and their funding options.
Risks associated with the Plan
This financial recovery plan has identified certain risks that must be mitigated for successful
implementation.
The financial recovery plan proposes changes, particularly regarding financial administration,
budgeting, financial discipline and governance. There will be a need for a regular review of
the risks identified to ensure that as additional risks arise, timely mitigation measures can be
adopted and instituted.
The emerging risks identified include amongst others: 

Delay in the filling of critical vacant posts by people possessing the requisite and
appropriate experience, skills and qualifications;




Inadequate implementation of internal controls and poor governance arrangements;
Inadequate systems of delegations to maximise administrative and operational
efficiency;



Resistance to change due to organisational restructuring and changes to working
conditions, such as limiting of overtime and introduction of other measures to improve
performance;




Delays of grant funding due to non-compliance with requirements;
Continued non-collection of revenue, increase in debtors’ book and potential write-offs
arising therefrom;



Continued theft of electricity and increased losses;



Possible bulk electricity disconnection by Eskom due to non-payment of bulk account;



Old infrastructure and maintenance challenges;



Non-commitment to stringent expenditure/budget controls; and
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Non-adherence to fleet management policy and the need to assess whether fleet
management should be performed in-house or be outsourced.



Community service delivery and other protests.

Given the above, a proper risk management matrix must be developed, managed and reported
to Council. The risk management matrix must also be updated on a regular basis, to include
additional risks identified.
Monitoring and Evaluation
Various elements of this Financial Recovery Plan must be fully implemented and
institutionalised in a coherent and holistic manner. These components are integrated, and care
must be taken during the implementation of the Plan not to isolate some aspects from others
even though certain aspects may only be implemented in the medium to long term.
The Municipal Manager is therefore required to closely monitor and evaluate progress and
must report to Council on a regular basis. The reports on the implementation should form part
of discussions at every Management Meeting, Executive Committee and Council Meeting. The
Municipal Manager must take corrective action when activities in the Plan are falling behind
implementation timelines or when there is a risk of non-achievements of the desired targets or
outcomes.
Progress reports on the implementation of the Plan must be submitted by the Municipal
Manager to Council on a monthly basis. The Executive Mayor must ensure that progress
report on the implementation of this Plan is submitted as required in terms of Section 146(1)(c)
of the MFMA to the MEC: Finance, including to the Provincial Executive, National and
Provincial Treasury, Department of Co-operative Governance (DCoG) and Eastern Cape Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, on a monthly basis. Progress reports to be
reviewed, guidance on the implementation provided to the municipality. Regular meetings will
be hosted by Provincial Treasury to address implementation.
The Municipal Manager must take corrective action when activities in the Plan are falling
behind implementation timelines or when there is a risk of non-achievement of the desired
targets or outcomes. The Executive Mayor and Council must also implement corrective
measures and exercise greater oversight to ensure full implementation. These reports should
also form part of the quarterly report submitted by the Mayor to Council in terms of section 52
of the MFMA on the implementation of the budget and the financial state of affairs of the
Municipality.
Should the municipality delay or fail to implement the Plan, the Provincial Executive must
consider alternative intervention measures to ensure service delivery and financial
sustainability including section 146 of MFMA.
=Conclusion
xix
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This Plan considered comments after consultation with key stakeholders, including the
Municipality, and submitted for approval in terms of Section 141 (4) of the MFMA.
There is now an urgency to get things done and the outcomes will need to be incorporated in
the performance agreements of all employees which will have to be monitored and evaluated
to ensure successful outcomes of the Plan.
The Eastern Cape Provincial Treasury will also lead a process on further resourcing of the
Plan, including prioritisation of projects and their funding options.

xx
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1

SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background to the Enoch Mgijima

The Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality (EMLM) is a Category B municipality (Area: 13 584km²)
situated within the Chris Hani District in the central part of the Eastern Cape Province. It is the
largest of the six municipalities in the district, making up over a third of its geographical area
established after the amalgamation of the three municipalities. In terms of Section 21 of the
Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act of 1998, the MBD has: Re-determined the boundaries of the three municipalities referred herein by amalgamating the
remaining portion of the municipal area of Tsolwana with the municipal areas of Inkwanca and
Lukhanji. Determined the municipal boundaries of the new Category B municipal area. Such
municipal area is referred to herein as Enoch Mgijima Municipality was established in terms
of the Provincial Gazette No. 3717, Provincial Notice 182 of 2016 by the amalgamation of the
former Tsolwana, Inkwanca and Lukhanji Local Municipalities in August 2016. The area has
a rich historical background dating back to the 18th century, with several monuments and key
places of interest.
EMLM is comprised of both rural and urban nodes as specified below:
a) Komani - It is the largest urban centre in the district and attracts a large number of people
on a daily basis from the bordering municipalities.
b) Whittlesea - It is a small rural town situated about thirty-five kilometres west of
Queenstown in the former Ciskei area. The town is surrounded by rural villages and
agricultural land. Shiloh Irrigation Scheme which specialises on milk production is located
in the area and consists of dams like Waterdown and Oxkraal. The town also inherited
factories owned by the Chinese during Ciskei reign mainly used for weaving and knitting
purposes. Those factories have since been vandalised and few are used for economic
activities. The small business centre in Sada and Ekuphumleni need renovation and
financial injection. More than thirty villages are linked to Whittlesea through a network of
gravel roads that need to be maintained on a consistent basis. Whittlesea in turn is linked
to Queenstown through a narrow road known as R63 and N6.
c) Lesseyton - Consists of villages and surrounded by small holding farms. Farming
activities include rearing of cattle, sheep and goats. The local farmers buy wool and skins
from the villagers and sell them to various destinations. There are mining activities in the
area like quarries and sand mining. Lesseyton is linked to Queenstown through N6.
d) Ilinge and Machibini - Ilinge is a small township which is a home to many ex- Robben
Island prisoners. It has a potential of craft business. The rate of unemployment is high in
the area. Though the municipality has tried to build new RDP houses, the houses built by
the previous governments need rectification.
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e) Ezibeleni – it is an area where most factories that were previously owned by Eastern Cape
Development Cooperation are located. A portion of the area in Queendustria is earmarked
for the Special Economic Zone. This has been included in the municipal Spatial
Development Framework.
f) Tarkastad and Hofmeyr - both are surrounded by commercial farmland in the Tarkastad
and Hofmeyr area
g) Ntabethemba - about 11 rural villages scattered within the Ntabethemba area, including
Thornhill, Mitford, Rocklands, Tender gate, etc.).
h)

Molteno and Sterkstroom - There is area situated 60km north-west of Queenstown
which comprises of the towns of Molteno and Sterkstroom and the surrounding farming
(rural) areas. The residential component of this area is mainly concentrated in the two
urban nodes of Molteno, including Nomonde, Molteno Town, Nkululeko and Dennekruin
and Sterkstroom, including Masakhe, Sterkstroom Town, and Sonwabile & Hoffmansville.

The total population, after the re-determination of the boundaries in 2016 is
approximately 245,975.
Subsequent to the decision of the Provincial Executive Council to intervene in the affairs of
the municipality in terms of Section 139(1) (b) and 139 (5) of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa. Mr Vuyo Mlokothi has be seconded/ appointed as Administrator of Enoch
Mgijima Local Municipality for a six (6) month period effective from 14 September 2018.
In fulfilment of the executive obligation assumed by the Provincial Executive Council to
intervene in the affairs of the municipality.
The Administrator is expected to discharge duties of an Accounting Officer of the Municipality
as outlined in the MFMA and also as the representative of the Member of the Executive
Council (MEC) responsible for local Government and Traditional Affairs. He will perform
functions of Financial Management and Administration, in particular Credit Control and Debt
Collection, Supply Chain Management and develop a Financial Recovery Plan as these
functions have been taken over by the EXCO and delegated to the MEC.
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2

SECTION TWO: METHODOLOGY IN DEVELOPING THE FINANCIAL RECOVERY
PLAN

Given the nature of the financial problems, the assessment was undertaken to ensure that the
key objective of developing a holistic and sustainable Financial Recovery Plan was achieved.
2.1

Legislated Content of a Financial Recovery Plan

The Plan has been developed taking into consideration Section 142 of the Municipal Finance
Management Act, which states: 142 (1) A financial recovery plan must be aimed at securing the municipality’s ability to meet
its obligations to provide basic services or its financial commitments, and such a plan, whether
for a mandatory or discretionary intervention
a) must —
(i)

identify the financial problems of the municipality;

(ii)

be designed to place the municipality in a sound and sustainable financial condition as
soon as possible;

(iii)

state the principal strategic objectives of the plan, and ways and means for achieving
those objectives;

(iv)

set out a specific strategy for addressing the municipality’s financial problems, including
a strategy for reducing unnecessary expenditure and increasing the collection of
revenue, as may be necessary;

(v)

identify the human and financial resources needed to assist in resolving financial
problems, and where those resources are proposed to come from;

(vi)

describe the anticipated time frame for financial recovery, and milestones to be
achieved; and

(vii) identify what actions are necessary for the implementation of the plan.
(b) may –
(i) Provide for the liquidation of specific assets, excluding those needed for the provision of
the minimum level of basic municipal services;
(ii) Provide for debt restructuring or debt relief;
(iii) Provide for special measures to prevent unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and
wasteful expenditures and other losses; and
(iv) Identify any actual and potential revenue sources.
(2) In addition, a financial recovery plan: -
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(a) for a mandatory intervention must: (i) Set spending limits and revenue targets;
(ii) Provide budget parameters, which bind the municipality for a specified period or until
stated conditions have been met; and
(iii) Identify specific revenue-raising measures that are necessary for financial recovery,
including the rate at which any municipal tax and tariffs must be set to achieve financial
recovery.
2.2

Process to Prepare a Financial Recovery Plan

Therefore, the approach adopted in the development of the financial recovery plan was a
consultative approach that also involved a detailed analysis of all relevant documentation
coupled with engagements between Political Management team, Mayoral Committee,
Management, Organised labour, municipality’s principal suppliers and creditors, and other
Staff of the Municipality as well as engagement with the relevant National and Provincial
government departments.
The processes included public participation as envisaged in terms of the provisions of section
141 of the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003. All written inputs
received from interested and affected parties have been taken into consideration in the
compilation of the financial recovery plan.
This culminated in the development of this holistic and integrated financial recovery plan which
must be implemented by the municipality.
The process followed can be summarised as follows: -

1. Undertook assessment of the
Financial, Institutional and
Service Delivery Challenges, root
causes and possible solutions

4. Prepared the Final Financial
Recovery Plan including
implementation plan

2. Developed Strategies to
address challenges

3. Identified key Risks and
Mitigations
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3.

SECTION THREE: STATUS QUO ASSESSMENT

This section provides a summary of the status quo assessment. The purpose of the status
quo assessment was to assess the institutional, service delivery, infrastructure, and financial
challenges impacting on the performance of the municipality, with a view to inform the reviewal
and updating of a holistic Plan for the Enoch Mgijima.
3.1

Status Quo Assessment- Governance, Organisational Structure,
Resource and Institutional Matters

Human

The Governance, Organisational Structure, Human Resource and Institutional Matters
assessment within the municipality was based on the Burke-Litwin Performance and
Change Model, developed in 1992. It is a tool used to understand an organisation’s component
parts and how they relate to each other to ensure successful change. A common reason for a
change initiative failing is all areas of the organisation affected by the change are not
accounted for. Therefore, using this model can reveal what areas of the municipality are
affected, how they are interrelated and what needs to be addressed to ensure successful
change.
3.1.1 Governance
Governance impacts on all aspects of the municipality and most importantly on the leadership,
top management, implementation of the IDP and policy decision-making processes within the
council. Implementation of good governance within the municipality encompasses adherence
to legislation, adequate internal controls, best practices and policies which the council and
management rely on in taking decisions and providing service delivery.
The governance structures of the Enoch Mgijima local municipality include the Municipal
Council, Mayoral Committee and Portfolio Committees. The following are challenges of good
governance within the municipality:
a) There was instability in key leadership positions during the financial year, which
resulted in lack of accountability;
b) The leadership did not take full ownership of the general control environment and did
not insist on daily discipline to ensure efficiency and effectiveness reporting and
compliance. The overall control environment is inadequate;
c) Officials of the municipality are not held accountable for their actions through the
implementation of consequence management;
d) No system is in place to collate and report on predetermined objectives;
e) No review and supervision processes are in place to monitor compliance with
applicable laws and legislation;
f) No processes to identify all risks to which the municipality is exposed to;
g) There are gaps in oversight responsibilities of council and committees;
h) Failure to adhere to the corporate calendar by council;
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i)
j)

Late submission of documents as per legislation;
Inadequate preventative measures to address unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure; and
k) Inadequate investigation of unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure
In addition to the above-mentioned, the Municipal Public Account Committee (MPAC) of the
municipality did not adequately exercise oversight responsibility to ensure that the municipality
move towards achieving a clean administration. Also, the MPAC did not assisted Council in
addressing the UIF&W incurred in the prior years. Further, challenges arise from take on
balances on merger date have still not been addressed perpetuating negative audit outcomes
for the municipality.
The area of governance and oversight within the Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality must be
strengthened through a commitment from all, by ensuring the improvement of the culture of
compliance; adherence to legislation and code of conduct, implementation of consequence
management. In addition, there is a need to improve governance within the municipality to
adequately address and prevent unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. This will contribute to the improvement in the audit outcome of the municipality.
It is prudent that the municipality should commit to continuous training of councillors on matters
of governance, system of delegations, financial management and service delivery. In some
instances, the council meetings do not adhere to the corporate calendar approved for the
municipality. To ensure seemliest transition of adequate reporting, the council and the
administration should always adhere to the corporate calendar of the municipality
3.1.2

Public Participation

A municipality has in place mechanism to consult its community, stakeholders and community
organisations on how it exercises and performs its functions and powers. The Enoch Mgijima
has 34 wards Which are operational but don’t have operational plans and the stakeholder
management engagement is effective, projects implementation protocol is in place, and the
municipal crisis management committee dealt with community unrest according to crisis
management plan.
The following indicates challenges of good governance:

Although all ward committees are operational, but they do not have operational plans;

Lack of interaction between ward committees, CDWs and Traditional councils; and

Capacitation of ward committees on governance, financial management, oversight and
code of conduct.
The municipality should develop and implement a ward operational plan. In addition, EMLM
should enhance coordination of activities within the wards and that of community development
workers (CDW) which are placed within wards by the Department of Cooperative Governance
and as well as traditional council.
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It is important for the municipality to ensure that all stakeholders are consulted and informed
about the current impasse. This will require the municipality to develop and implement a
stakeholder engagement and management strategy with an aim of ensuring the municipality
is building and sustaining an organisation which has an impeccable reputation based on the
values of a public service enshrined in the Constitution. This is important for the growth and
the revenue collection base of the municipality because where there is a lack of trust between
the stakeholders and the municipality, it has a negative impact on the revenue collection rate.
The mistrust leads to escalating culture of non-payment of services.
A well-defined stakeholder strategy will ensure that the municipality and all the role players
within the municipality appreciate each stakeholder and their importance for the survival of the
municipality.
3.1.3

System Of Delegation

Upon perusal of the delegation framework it has been established that the framework does
not provide for a clear separation of powers between the Council, Executive and the
Administration as dictated by the establishment notice of the municipality.
The following observations from the analysis of the current system of delegations were made:
-

There is no separation of the powers and functions of structures, organs and officials
of the municipality which are delegated by legislation and those powers and functions
that are delegated by Council to the executive mayor, and from the Executive Mayor
to the Municipal Manager;

-

There is no delegation of powers and functions to the Executive Mayor by Council
except to repeat all powers and functions already delegated to the Executive Mayor by
legislation. This elaborate reproduction of what is already legislated neither serves the
purpose nor advances the objectives behind the development of a system of
delegations.

-

There is also no clear separation of those powers and functions reserved for council
by legislation and those powers and functions reserved for council by resolution to
structures and organs of the municipality;

-

The system of delegation does not clarify the line of accountability from Council to the
Executive Mayor and subsequently to the Municipal Manager consistent with the
rationale behind the executive mayoral system;

-

The system does not also provide for the respective structures and organs of the
municipality for the oversight role to be exercised for different levels of authority;

-

The checks and balances are inadequate as they do not, amongst others, provide for
an adequate reporting framework and focused terms and conditions in the exercise of
delegated powers and functions;

-

The council has erroneously and undesirably directly delegated powers and functions
to the municipal manager, in certain instances to the Chief Finance Officer and other
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officials which is a recipe for conflict between the Executive Mayor, Members of the
Mayoral Committee, the Municipal Manager, the Chief finance Officer and this also is
an impediment towards the success of the implementation of the executive mayoral
system;
-

The current system does not provide that all powers and functions delegated to the
municipal manager by legislation are subject to the oversight role of the executive
mayor;

-

In terms of an executive mayoral system the reports with recommendations are
submitted to council by the executive mayor but the current system of delegations
gives an impression that the municipal manager is empowered to submit reports to
council for approval;

-

The current system of delegations does not make provision for approval by Council all
powers and functions to be delegated by the Municipal Manager to managers reporting
directly to the municipal manager as required by section 59(4) of the systems Act.

-

The system provides for the municipal manager to recommend to council appointments
of managers directly reporting to him/her. These power to recommend a manager
directly reporting to a Municipal Manager must be made to council by the Executive
Mayor and not the Municipal Manager;

-

The current system does not incorporate powers and functions delegated to any
established section 79 and 80 committees of council;

-

Although the system has incorporated those powers and functions to be delegated to
members of the mayoral committee by the executive mayor, it cannot be said in the
delegation that the executive mayor hereby delegates instead it must say that the
executive mayor may delegate those powers and functions;

-

The system does not incorporate or delegate functions and powers relating to townplanning matters and approval of building plans. This is a fatal omission as these
functions are at the core of a functional municipality;

-

The system of delegations does not provide for delegation of powers and functions to
the position of Chief Whip and as far as it relates to the Speaker more can be added
for maximum functionality of the office of the Speaker.

-

The system provides for delegation of powers and functions to the executive mayor
which are already delegated by legislation to the executive mayor. The council cannot
delegate powers and functions it does not have or cannot by law exercise hence it is
necessary to have two categories for each organ, elected and appointed officials.

It is very clear from the outcome of the assessment of the current system of delegations that
it is not structured in a manner that will assist the council, its structures, organs and officials
to execute their roles and responsibilities as expected.
The separation of powers between the Council, the Executive and the administrative
component is not embodied and integrated into the current system of delegations making it
very difficult to hold any structure or organ of the municipality to account on any matter.
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Recommendations
The following are the recommendations to improve the systems of delegation
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Have an annexure that outlines those powers and functions reserved for council by the
constitution and legislation and a second category in the same annexure of those
powers and functions relating to executive authority that Council reserves them to it by
way of resolution;
Have an annexure that outlines those powers and functions delegated by legislation to
the Executive Mayor and the second category in the same annexure those executive
powers delegated by Council to the Executive Mayor by way of resolution and the third
category must outline those executive powers and functions delegated to the
Executive Mayor which powers and functions must be exercised by the Executive
Mayor together with the other members of the mayoral committee;
Have an annexure of those powers and functions delegated by the Executive Mayor
to the Members of the Mayoral Committee with a condition that the Executive Mayor
can amend or withdraw any such powers and functions. This powers and functions is
not for approval by Council but for noting and this fact must be included in the
recommendations part of the report to Council;
Have an annexure that outlines those powers and functions relating to the
administration except those powers that are reserved by legislation to the municipal
manager be delegated to the municipal manager through the Executive mayor;
That those powers and functions delegated to the municipal manager be categorised
according to departments established in terms of the approved organisational structure
and with a condition that the municipal manager may further sub-delegate those
powers and functions to the heads of department;
Have an annexure that outlines those powers and functions reserved by legislation to
the Speaker of council and in the same annexure have a second category of those
powers and functions delegated to the Speaker by way of Council resolution;
Have an annexure of those powers and functions delegated to the Chief Whip of
Council by way of Council resolution;
Have an annexure that outlines those powers and functions reserved for the municipal
manager by way of legislation with a condition that those powers must be exercised
subject to the oversight and directives of the executive Mayor;
Have an annexure of those powers and functions that are delegated by Council to the
section 79 oversight and standing committees of Council;
Have an annexure outlining powers and functions relating to town-planning matters in
terms of spatial planning and land use management framework to an established and
dedicated municipal planning tribunal and municipal appeals tribunal;
That all annexures outlining powers and functions of political structures, political office
bearers and the municipal manager must have conditions that provides for checks and
balances and conditions applicable to exercising of those powers and functions to
ensure legal compliance, maximisation of administrative and operational efficiency,
accountability, compliance with values and principles of public administration as
envisaged by the Constitution.
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3.1.4

Oversight Role of Council

The enabling legislation (copy legislations) introduced, amongst others, an Executive Mayoral
System in municipalities. This therefore necessitate the separation of powers between the
Council and the Executive through a corporate system of delegations which is done in terms
of the provisions of section 59 of the local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 2000.
That Council has the authority to appoint committees in terms of section 79 of the Structures
Act to assist it in executing any of its roles and responsibilities as mandated by the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa which is inclusive of the oversight role over the executive and
the administrative components of the municipality.
Where section 80 committees of Council are established, the Council’s sitting is to a greater
extent limited to deciding on those matters where powers and functions have been reserved
for a decision by a council resolution and those powers and functions reserved for council by
legislation. This arrangement unfortunately has unintended consequence of relegating the
critical oversight role to virtually non-existent by design.
This arrangement pertaining to established section 80 committees is further complicated by
the fact that this section 80 committees are constituted by councillors who are supposed to be
providing oversight over the executive and the administration. In this instance they make
recommendations to the executive mayor who can revoke, vary or reject their
recommendations.
To this end, it was advised that the report on the establishment of section 79 and 80
committees be reviewed with the sole purpose of enhancing efficiencies, accountability,
responsiveness and good corporate governance through a clear separation of powers
between the executive and council. The reviewed institutional arrangements will facilitate for
a more focused and robust oversight role of council over the executive and the administration.
The functions of section 79 oversight committees may include the following:
-

To consider and provide oversight on annual reports, IDP and budget processes and
related public participation processes,

-

To consider and provide oversight on the implementation of corporate plans, IDP,
SDBIP, budget, by-laws, rates and tariffs, policies and strategies,

-

To consider and provide oversight on statutory monthly reports, quarterly reports, midterm performance reports and annual performance reports,

-

To consider and provide oversight on debt collection and revenue management,

-

To provide oversight on participatory governance on all matters administered by the
municipality

-

To monitor and provide oversight on progress with regard to service delivery and
legislative compliance.
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-

To provide oversight on the implementation of any National or Provincial Government
policies, plans and strategies

-

To provide oversight on the development and implementation of action plans to
address issues raised by the annual audit reports of the Auditor-General,

-

Determine priority areas for oversight in respect of each committee which
determination will be informed by research and analysis,

-

Be structured according to the approved executive portfolios

-

Ensure the executive and the management develop and implement action plans to
address matters raised in the oversight reports,

-

Holding the executive and management accountable for execution of their roles and
responsibilities, and delegated authority derived from council resolution and authority
derived from legislation.

-

To summon members of the mayoral committee and senior management to section 79
oversight committee meetings and to request any document or information required
for the performance of oversight responsibilities.

It is further proposed that the section 80 committees of council established to assist the
Executive Mayor to execute his/her responsibilities be abolished and in their stead the latter
must establish executive clusters constituted by MMC’s and Heads of Department. This will
enhance the oversight role of Council over the executive and the administration.
The functions of the Executive Clusters may include the following:
-

To establish capacity for planning, monitoring and evaluation
To foster an integrated approach to governance aimed at improving service delivery,
infrastructure development, participatory governance and a clean administration
To improve financial management and local government capacity to deliver efficient
and effective services
To co-ordinate and collaborate on implementation of programmes and projects
To ensure alignment of government priorities and facilitate and monitor implementation
of programmes and projects
To provide a consultative platform on cross-cutting priorities and inter-dependant
functions
To provide leadership and direction on inter-departmental service level agreements on
inter-dependencies
To co-ordinate the processing of reports to Mayoral Committee and Council for
decision-making in line with the approved system of delegations

This clusters will process reports to be submitted to the mayoral committee and council for
decision-making in line with the approved corporate system of delegations
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3.1.5

Service Delivery Model

The merging of three municipalities has created challenges of how the municipality will provide
services across all three previous municipalities. Previously, the three municipalities had their
own corporate services, financial management, technical and community services units. Now
the merger has resulted in a situation of centralisation of some units and duplication of some
units. To ensure that the municipality provides services in an optimal and efficient manner, it
needs to assess the current service delivery model to decide on the best mode of delivery of
services, especially core services of the municipality. This process should also be utilised to
ensure that the municipality addresses issues such as unfunded mandate, to ensure that such
mandates are proper funded by the core owners of the services.
The review of the Municipality’s service delivery model will also aid the identification of areas
for cost containment, unfunded mandates, duplication, economies of scale and value adding
integration of processes. The review must consider the priorities and the size of the
Municipality and turnaround times at outlying, integration of departments, identification of
areas of value and benefit to be achieved through integration, alignment and rationalisation.
This also investigate issues such licensing, parks and waste management.
This process should be undertaken according to the relevant MSA section 78 processes for
all services to determine the optimal way of delivering services and eliminate waste. As far as
possible, outsourcing of services to service providers should be discouraged taking into
consideration the financial situation of the municipality and cost of outsourcing.
3.1.6 Internal Audit
The municipality has established an Internal Audit Unit which is separate to that of Risk
Management Unit. The municipality has a Chief Internal Audit. Some of the Internal Audit unit
functions have been outsourced.
The internal audit section has human resource challenges and therefore lack internal capacity
in terms of personnel as well as skills and knowledge of inherent auditing requirements is also
affecting the effectiveness of the Internal Audit unit.
The other challenge facing this unit is the delay in finalising audit reports due to non-responses
to audit findings by management, and as a result, these reports lose their impact due to time
delays in finalisation and reporting to the Audit Committee. Non-implementation of the internal
and external recommendation of external and internal audit by management and nonimplementation of outsourced project due to budget such as ICT Audit, Review of AFS is also
a challenge.
The municipality when addressing internal audit challenges should focus on ensuring an
effective Internal Audit structure, skills matrix and gap analysis together with a development
program, filling of critical posts, a quality assurance and improvement program and an external
quality assurance review, amongst others and merged Internal Audit, Risk Management and
MPAC support under one unit.
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3.1.7 Risk Management
The municipality has established a Risk Management section. The section is a newly created
section on the organogram and thus far staffed by Risk Manager. Risk Management
Committee was established during June 2018 and letters of appointment issued and accepted
on 18 June 2018, however the committee has not been functional. In addition, the municipality
does not have an adequate risk management processes to identify risks and no mitigating
controls.
The section has human resource challenges and therefore lack internal capacity in terms of
personnel as well as skills and knowledge of inherent risk requirements is also affecting the
effectiveness of the unit.
Non-timely submission of risk information and poor commitment of departmental risk
champions in attending to risk matters.
Risk management has not been prioritised by the management resulting to ineffectiveness of
risk management unit. Risk management should be fully embedded in the culture and internal
control processes of the municipality. Action plans to mitigate prioritised risks should be
included in the risk and action owner’s performance agreements to ensure implementation.
3.1.8 Audit Outcome
The overall audit outcome of the municipality, according to the Auditor General of South Africa,
has remained static as the municipality has obtained disclaimer audit opinion for the past three
conservative financial years. This is due to instability within the leadership and key positions
being vacant for a greater part of the financial year. All the level of assurance of governance
within the municipality provided limited assurance. This has because within the municipality
there is no consequence management for the incurring of UIF&W and abuse of supply chain
management processes, this has not been investigated and no disciplinary processes
unfolded against officials. The internal audit didn’t review compliance with legalisation, it lacks
capacity, has not prepared risk-based audit plan. The audit committee has no impact on the
audit outcome and has not discharged their fiduciary duty. MPAC nor council assisted in
addressing UIF& W.
3.1.9 Organisational Structure and Human Resource Matters
3.1.9.1 Organisational Structure
There is a need for a thorough analysis of the organisational structure, as it appears bloated,
top heavy and unaffordable, taking into consideration the size of the budget of the municipality
and its financial constraints. The analysis should include benchmarking exercise to compare
the organisational structure, especially the top management structure of municipalities similar
to the Enoch Mgijima local municipality.
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The job descriptions for the new organizational structure have not been developed, job
descriptions that are in place are those of the placement structure inherited from the previous
entities prior merge, no job evaluation has been conducted and as a resulted there are no
objectively determined salaries that can be utilized to advertise positions. This is putting the
municipality in a risky situation of not able to employ dire needed skills and also, it will
deteriorate the relationship between the municipality and organised labour. In many cases,
when the municipalities are amalgamated, there are usually salary disparities. When this is
inadequately addressed, it will lead to labour unrest.
As soonest, the municipality needs to review its organisational structure which depicts all
municipal functions, tasks and authorities of the departments, divisions and posts as well as
the relationships between them (line of command, communication and procedures) approved
by the council. The review processes should at all times ensure the end of product
(organisational structure) is aligned to the constitutional mandate, powers and functions of the
local government; address the strategic, governance, financial management and service
delivery challenges; resolve the current capacity challenges; section 56/57 managers are
within the acceptable norm of five (5) direct reports to the Municipal Manager and also, should
consider, amongst others, the following principles:








Aligned to service delivery requirements and service delivery model, revenue
enhancement, compliance with legislation and should be concluded after taking into
consideration the funding requirements and current financial and service delivery
constraints;
Improved decision-making mechanism;
Rapid response and turn-around times;
Eliminate the duplication of the administrative support capacity to ensure capacitation of
core services;
Reduction of section 56/57 managers; and
Improved performance

The key issue to ensure labour peace within the municipality is to resolve the salary disparities.
TASK is the recognised job evaluation system within the local government sector. At all times,
within the municipalities, a principle of “equal work to be remunerated equally” should at all
be observed and implemented. However, management cannot harmonise salaries without
adherence to requirements of job evaluation processes within the municipality. The only way
of objectively resolving salary disparities is through a job evaluation process.
It is imperative that the designed organisational structure must be costed before approval to
determine its affordability and sustainability. The process of consultation should be adhered
to in order to foster sound labour relations and the human resource policies and procedures
must be adhered to in the implementation of the refined organisational structure. Where
excess capacity and/or misalignment of skill sets with the job requirements are identified, the
options of reskilling and redeployment need to be explored.
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3.1.9.2 Vacancy Rates
The Municipality currently has 1308 positions of which 839 positions are filled, with a vacancy
rate of 36%. In addition, there is a total of 434 (33%) unfunded posts from the total
establishment. The information below is from the annual report 2017/18, and reflect vacancy
rates per department, funded and unfunded positions.

Municipal Manager:

44

Number
of vacant
funded
positions
3

Corporate Services

49

0

102

151

Finance

95

2

19

116

Public Works, Roads and Transport & 228
Human Settlement
Community Services
423

2

95

325

28

174

625

TOTAL

35

434

1308

Occupational Levels

Number
of filled
positions

839

Number of
vacant
unfunded
positions
44

Total

91

The financial ratios indicate that remuneration percentage of the total operating expenditure
is 37% which is within the norm of 25% - 40%. However, not taking into consideration the
vacancy rate of 36%, the financial ratio might be above the norm when all positions on the
approved organisational structure are filled. As mentioned earlier, the review of the
organogram must be urgently completed as this will also indicate where there are staff
surpluses in the establishment.
Critical positions must be identified and filled by appointment of suitably qualified individuals.
The Municipal Manager, Chief Financial Officer and Technical Services Manager positions
were filled 2018 meaning three out of five section 56 managerial positions were filled. Other
two critical senior management vacant positions must be prioritised and be include the budget
funding of such positions, to ensure that the positions critically needed are filled. The process
should take into consideration of the previous determination of which it was indicated that
there was a shortage of technical skills such as engineering, electricians, technicians, and
planners, which directly relate to the ability of the municipality to deliver sustainable services.
3.1.9.3 Labour Relation and Disputes
Employer employee relations are key in creation of a conducive environment for productivity
and highly motivated team across the institution. The section seeks to ensure that a good
relationship exists between the employer and its employees to mitigate instances of deviant
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behavior such as strike and resistance to change. Issues of discipline, grievances, Local
Labour Forum (LLF) are controlled in this section.
Both employees and Councilors are required to adhere to the code of conduct that is
prescribed by the MSA. Schedule 1 and 2. In addition to that both Councilors and officials are
required to conduct their business within the parameters of the Council adopted policies. All
officials and who fail to conform to the pieces of legislation and policies by displaying unethical
conduct should appear for disciplinary hearings.
Local Labour Forum (LLF): The municipality has established a Local Labour Forum with the
objective of harmonizing employer/ employee relations to build a motivated work force for
productivity in the workplace. The functionality of the LLF satisfactory. LLF consists of
managers, councillors and labour representatives from unions such as IMATU and SAMWU.
EMLM. Employees need to be trained to understand the overall code of conduct. In addition,
there is no consequence management implemented to ensure that employees who were
responsible for municipality incurring unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful
expenditure are held accountable and high rate of fuel and motor vehicle spares theft reported
to municipality tells the need for consequence management development and implementation.
The Disciplinary Board exist but not functional. In terms of the Municipal Regulations for
Financial Misconduct and Offences the board should conduct an independent preliminary or
full investigation for Financial Misconduct and Offences. The board must ensure that the
municipality when received reports of allegations of financial misconduct and offences in terms
of section 171 and 173 of the MFMA are investigate and ensure consequence management
where there has been transgression against legislation. In addition, it also ensures and
oversee that disciplinary processes are investigated, and cases finalised within the required
timeframes against all transgressors, currently there are no pending case for Disciplinary
Board.
3.1.9.4 Training and development
There is a need for the municipality to conduct a skills audit to determine the skills the
municipality employees have and the gaps to ensure that training programme is objectively
developed to address skills shortage to deliver on the mandate and strategic objectives within
the IDP. It will also be prudent to ensure that any development training provided to employees
is translatable into a successful application of skills into the workplace and improve productivity
and a productivity assessment be conducted on current employees.
Majority of employees do comply with Municipal Regulations on Minimum Competency Levels
for municipal officials. At least (80%) are complying out of the possible 100%. It should
however be noted that the top tier management positions’ incumbents are in compliance with
the minimum competency level requirements
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3.1.9.5 Performance Management System (PMS)
The Municipal Systems Act of 2000 and the Municipal Performance Regulations for Municipal
Managers and Managers Directly Accountable to Municipal Managers of 2006, provides for
the establishment and implementation of a performance management system for each
municipality. Currently, the EMLM has indicated that it has an approved and implemented
performance management system for Section 56/57 employees. However, according to the
AG, performance assessments conducted are inadequate and it does not provide for
mechanisms to monitor and report and in addition, it is not complying with legislation and
regulations.
In addition to the above, the Annual Financial Statement of the municipality indicates that
Section 56/57 managers have been paid performance bonuses since the inception of the
municipality. Currently the municipality is faced with numerous financial, governance, service
delivery and institutional challenges. Many of these challenges have been recurring over a
period of time. The performance of section 56/57 ultimately should reflect in the overall
organisational performance of the municipality and at this point the performance is not ideal.
Therefore, the previous and budgeted performance bonus payments should be ceased by
council. This also will send the message to the employees, councillors and the community at
large that the senior management of the municipality is serious about turning around the
fortunes of the municipality to ensure that it improves the services provided across the board.
Furthermore, in order to modernise and instil accountable performance and achieving of
targets, organisational and individual performance should be at the centre of ensuring that
every single Integrated Development plan’s target is achieved by the municipality.
Measurement of outcome-based performance should not only be applicable to section 56/57
managers but rather, cascaded to all employees. The municipality should ensure that it has a
system and policy which will collate every employees’ performance targets achieved, utilise
that as a feeder into the section 56/57 performance management system with the main aim of
prioritizing the improvement of organisational performance linked to the IDP targets and
service delivery obligations
3.1.9.6 Staff Allowances
The municipality is paying out excessive overtime, vehicle essential user scheme and cell
phone allowance to unwarranted employees. This practise is common across the municipality
even though there are policies developed but not adhered to by management. Senior
managers must ensure all employees adhere to the policies and it should seize the leadership
agenda of ensuring that the EMLM has a culture which is congenial environment for
productivity and behaviour aligned to appropriate ethics. In addition, the management did not
prioritise to address the issue of contract workers which cost +-R10.2m, 5% of the salary bill
(2017/2018).
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The following table indicates allowances within the municipality:

2018/2019
Estimated
allowance
base on
month Oct
2018
Monthly
Annually

Vehicle
EssentialActing
Overtime
Flexi-Time
User
Allowance
Allowance Allowance Allowance
Total
209 634,06 321 364,17 411 000,00
871 464,68 1 813 462,91
3 856
4 932
10 457
21 761
2 515 608,72
370,04
000,00
576,16
554,92

In addition to the above, telephone costs for the previous financial year amounted to R 6
million. Which is also excessive. Also, there is a need to assess the necessity of vehicle
essential user scheme and cell phone allowances
The managers and supervisors should ensure that all overtime approved is within the
requirements of the collective agreement and Basic Condition of Employment Act, 75 of 1997.
As a long time, solution to issues of overtime, the municipality must investigate options of
introducing shifts system in units that can operate according to these options and management
should conduct a productivity assessment to address the issue of overtime and create
permanent positions especially within community services.
During the year end to date of 2017/18, already there is overtime claims amounting to R
285 000 from support services employees. There is a need to tighten measures to ensure
that overtime is solely meant for service delivery issues.
Many factors contribute to effective governance, ethical & committed workforce. However,
the tone and the core culture of an organisation such as Enoch Mgijima, is instilled by the
leadership through exemplary action that ensures proper application and maintenance of
human resource management initiatives and inclusive of overall organisational systems,
policies, procedures & operations. It is of critical nature that the leadership of the Enoch
Mgijima commits to instil staff discipline that will ensure adherence to policies, procedures and
systems and in the same breath ensure accountable and transparent operations with an
intention of improving performance across the entire organisation.
3.1.9.7 Human resource strategy
There is a need for human resource function to be considered as a strategic partner to the
overall functioning of the municipality. This can be achieved through a review and
implementation of the existing human resource strategy to enable the municipality to achieve
its strategic objective. The strategy should broadly be within the provisioning of the central
collective agreement within the province and should provide key short, medium and long terms
targets aligned to the IDP on how it will strategically assist the municipality with recruitment
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processes and placement of staff, retention of staff, management of performance, and
expeditiously deal with disciplinary processes, retention, and career development.
3.1.9.8 Change Management
The municipality does have change management policy to deal with changes within and
organisation when occurs, the policies were approved on the 29 June 2018 for implementation
1st July 2018, these policies were in draft stages during the 2017/18 financial year. That
imposed a challenge to canvass for buy in from employees, stakeholder and leadership. Thus,
it is prudent that the municipality should implement a change management policy. This should
include aspect of assessing employees and stakeholders’ satisfactory level with recent
changes within the municipality.

The successful implementation of change requires a proper implementation framework that
should be adopted by the Municipality. The framework will stipulate the statement of
commitment by the political office bearers, management and employees with regard to the
implementation of change management programmes, by outlining the processes, principles
and requirements that intends to guide the Municipality in achieving intended overall change
which will ensure financial suitability.
The objectives of a comprehensive change management strategy are to:
a) Create a positive environment for introducing and implementing change processes;
b) Providing a shared and consistent approach to managing change in the Municipality that
can be customised to specific circumstances;
c) Empower and support employees on initialising and driving change initiatives;
d) Develop an organisational culture that is based on responsiveness, caring, performance
management, acknowledgement and communication;
e) Increase readiness for, and resilience to change within the Municipality;
f) Increase the speed and effectiveness of change and minimise associated disruption
during implementation; and
g) Enable the change to be sustained, including the delivery of the intended benefits.
3.1.9.9 Leave Management and Absenteeism
According to the Mayor’s Monthly Budget Monitoring Report of June 2018, the Municipality
has spent on the redemption of leave amounting to R 12 554 055 for the 2017/18 financial
year. Redemption of leave is financial compensation for not taking the minimum period of
paid annual leave. The Municipality should be cautioned that this is not a compulsory
employees’ benefit, such decision must be taken taking into consideration the financial status
of the Municipality. The Municipality is experiencing financial difficulties, management must
encourage employees to apply for their annual leave.
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The South African Local Government main collective agreement of September 2015
encourages encashment/redemption of leave days only if an employee has applied for leave
and due to operational requirements, the application was not approved. However, if an
employee was afforded an opportunity to take leave, but he/she fails, neglects or refuses then
their leave days should fall away and given that the Municipality will be unable to pay for leave
cashed due to its current financial constraints.
In addition, the implementation of leave policy should be assessed to ascertain that it is fully
implemented by management & supervisors and does not lead to unrecorded leaves and
absenteeism. If this is found to be the case, it means the Municipality is remunerating
employees without the assurance that they are on duty and executing their daily functions and
not considering the principle of no work no pay. The Municipality must introduce mechanism
which will eradicate unrecorded leave and better absenteeism management.
3.1.10 Information technology
There is no IT steering committee which is required to determine prioritization of IT-enabled
investment programme in line with the enterprise’s strategy and priorities, track status of
projects and resolve conflicts and monitor service levels and service improvements. The
committee must plan and commission all IT related activities and developments. There is no
disaster recovery plan, and there is no dedicated personnel to conduct backups. In addition,
there is no documented and approved network master plan within the municipality.
3.1.11 Legal
The legal and compliance section is a newly created section on the organogram and thus far
staffed by a General Manager. It is therefore recommended through the review of the
organisational structure an appropriate structure be developed for legal services together with
a business plan outlining how the support will be efficiently and effectively provided. This legal
services unit must be centralised and have a deployment strategy for dedicated legal support
for both the political and administrative components of the municipality.
The municipality has a litigation register which assesses prospects of all legal matters within
the municipality and however, currently the contingent liabilities increased from R8.6m
(2016/2017) to R10.7m (2017/2018).
In terms of the draft status quo assessment report R10,2 million has been declared as
contingent liability whereas the annual financial statement recorded it at R8.9m.
The contingent liability declared by the municipality for the financial year under review cannot
be correct due to glaring inconsistencies referred to herein above. There is therefore a need
to revisit this figure and undertake an appropriate process to determine an accurate contingent
liability of the municipality.
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There is a need for the municipality to minimise the risk of high liabilities and limit financial
exposure. This should be mitigated through the monitoring of a litigation register which will
indicate the possible outcome of legal matters or possible legal costs to be incurred. On an
ongoing basis, internal controls should be in place and continue to be implemented to ensure
that commitments made by the municipality through contracts are scrutinised to avoid
unnecessary financial exposure.

Leagal Costs
Expenditure

2016/17
3 299 813,34

2017/18
1 849 720,44

(July to
October)Current
913 188,51

There is no diagnostic report which identifies the root causes of litigation against the
municipality. The record of remedial action being implemented with regard to irregular, fruitless
and wasteful expenditure is the register of IFW and the fact that is referred to MPAC for
investigation, there is no legal case management system.
It is further noted from municipal documents that currently the municipality does not have a
capacitated legal service unit for the rendition of legal services support to structures, political
office bearers and the administrative components of the municipality.
A case management system must be developed to record all finalised and pending litigation
and claims matters for or against the municipality.
A litigation strategy must be developed to ensure that only matters where there are prospects
of success are defended to their logical conclusion with the required diligence and care. Put
differently, once an application is received, a legal assessment after consultation with the
relevant department must be conducted to establish if there are reasonable prospects of
success. If the municipality does not have a winnable case, they must immediately negotiate
to settle the matter.
The municipality should utilize the National Treasury MFMA calendar and it is further must
develop a legal compliance matrix for implementation and compliance with the Local
Government Municipal Finance Management Act,2003.
3.1.12 By-Laws Development and Enforcement
Section 156(2) of the Constitution provides that a municipality may make and administer bylaws for the effective administration of the matters which it has the right to administer. In
addition, there is local government legislation that regulate the development and
rationalisation of by-laws.
By-laws are local laws that are passed by a municipality to regulate the affairs and services
provided in its area of jurisdiction in terms of the constitutional mandate to local government.
The promulgated and enforceable by-laws that are informed by developed strategies and
policies inherently has the following benefits for the municipality and the community, amongst
others:
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-

-

Sustainable service delivery through, amongst others, regulatory measures that
encourages consumer behaviour towards efficient usage of the scarce water
resource, and providing for environmentally sustainable and socially inclusive ways
of local mobility, and energy preservation, and waste minimisation and optimisation
systems
Investment attraction through enforcement of by-laws and national building
regulations
Safety and security
Additional revenue source for the municipality
Maintenance of infrastructure
Reduction in electricity and water losses, and eliminating illegal connections
Land use rights exercised according to approved town-planning scheme thereby
protecting public and private investments and facilitating orderly development

3.1.13 Contract Management
Contract management system in place and contract register is maintained, AG raised that
there is no information to support contract performance and delivery have been implemented.
AG has also raised non-co-operation of external legal representatives and indicated that the
impact will be a material limitation of scope for the total amount of contingent liabilitiesas
reported in the AG report. No sub-delegation of powers and functions for the legal services
division. A litigation strategy exists albeit in draft. The payment control system complies with
the BTO procedures. A draft legal compliance matrix exists and is due for submission to
management and to Council.
3.1.14 Immovable Property Portfolio
It is very clear from applicable statutory responsibilities that the immovable property portfolio
owned by the municipality is a contributing factor towards enhancing the financial sustainability
of a municipality and is as a source of revenue part of the strategic focus area for prudent
financial management. It is therefore important to conduct a detailed assessment on the
overall management to ascertain whether there is maximum exploitation of the inherent
benefits from efficient and effective management of the immovable property portfolio.
It is apposite at this stage to indicate that there are different types of alienation of council’s
immovable properties. This can be done through sale, lease and public-private partnerships
(concessions).
It is equally important to note that it remains the responsibility of the municipality to incur
expenses relating to holding costs such as maintenance, security and cleaning of both
improved and unimproved immovable properties for as long as the properties are still owned
by the municipality and in the absence of an express clause in the lease or land availability
agreements which are currently legal and binding.
The above necessitate a financial analysis on all the current lease agreements for both
improved and unimproved immovable properties to ascertain the terms and conditions, cost
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benefit analysis and whether the municipality is deriving value for money through, amongst
others, market related rentals.
It is recommended that a property management be a strategic focus area with the following
functions:
-

Property management focusing on leases, rental collection, property maintenance,
ensuring compliance with lease agreements, accounts management, cleaning and
security

-

Development management focusing on implementation of land release strategy
specifically sale transactions and public-private partnerships

-

Outdoor advertising focusing on billboards, on-premises signs, cellular masts, street
furniture and street poles

-

Operational and financial performance (value for money) i.e increasing revenue and
reducing operational costs

-

Implementation of process plan for all applications and drafting of reports

-

Land acquisition transactions

-

Updating and upkeep of the immovable property register

3.1.15 Information Technology
The municipality needs to review ICT strategy to address the ICT needs of the municipality.
The following weaknesses were identified by the during the audit for the General IT controls
 There is no evidence of backups stored at a secure offsite storage facility.
 The following policies were approved on the 29 June 2018 for implementation 1 st July
2018, these policies were in draft stages during the 2017/18 financial year. EFT policy,
ICT network security, Governance framework, ICT strategy, IT Steering committee
terms of reference, Disaster recovery plan
 No evidence of independent review of activities of the person responsible to give
access to the users on all the financial systems.
 Formal requests documents are being completed to register users to have access on
the system. However, there are cases where access has been granted to officials for
functions outside their job description.
Management should implement appropriate risk management activities to ensure that regular
risk assessments, including consideration of IT risks, are conducted and that a risk strategy to
address the risks is developed and monitored. Management review and implement formal
controls over IT systems to ensure the reliability of the systems and the availability, accuracy
and protection of information.
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3.2
3.2.1

Status Quo Assessment- Service Delivery and Infrastructure.
Powers and Functions

The template below clarifies powers and functions of the municipality and its implementing
Agencies.
Services
Part B of
Schedule 4
of the
Constitution
of RSA

Part B of
Schedule 5
of the
Constitution
of RSA

Air Pollution
Building regulation
Child care facilities
Electricity and gas reticulation
Fire fighting
Local Tourism

CHDM
powers
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

EMLM
powers
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Municipal Airports
Municipal Health
Municipal planning
Municipal Public Works
Pontoons and Ferries
Municipal public transport

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Sanitation
Storm water
Trading regulation
Water
Beaches & amusement facilities
Billboards & advertisements
Cemeteries,
parlours
&
crematoria
Cleansing
Control of public nuisance
Control of undertakings that sell
liquor
Facilities for accommodation,
care & burial of animals
Fences & Fencing
Licensing and controlling of
undertakings that sell food to the
public
Licensing of dogs
Local amenities
Local Sports facilities

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

EMLM
Status
Quo
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes (Resolve w/
CHDM)
No
No SLA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (only Infra.
Provision)
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
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Services

From
Section
84(1) of
Municipal
Structures
Act of 1998

Markets
Municipal abattoirs
Municipal parks & recreational
facilities
Municipal roads
Noise pollution
Pounds
Public places
Refuse removal dumps & solid
waste disposal
Street lighting
Street trading
Traffic and parking
Receipt, distribution and
allocation of grants
Imposition and collection of
taxes, levies, and duties

CHDM
powers
Yes
Yes
No

EMLM
powers
Yes
Yes
Yes

EMLM
Quo
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

Status

3.2.2 Service Delivery and Infrastructure
The Enoch Mgijima has several service provision related departments, which have specific
sub-functions. The most critical of these are the following service related functions:


Public Works Roads and Transport & Human Settlement
–
Roads and Stormwater
–
Public Transport Operation
–
Expanded public works programme
–
Electrical Services
–
Street lighting
–
Project implementation Unit
–
Land Use Management
–
Spatial Development Planning
–
Real Estate Management
–
Housing stock and rental
–
Building regulation
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Community Services & Public Safety
–
Refuse removal dumps & solid waste disposal Sports facilities
–
Traffic and parking
–
Pounds
–
Fire fighting
–
Municipal parks & recreational facilities
–
Local amenities & Public places
–
Billboards & advertisements
–
Markets
–
Cemeteries, parlours

It is noted that some of the functions performed by the municipality are being operated at a
deficit, for instance, electricity and refuse services. This is due to several factors, such as,
inappropriate costing of services, tariff structure, operational inefficiencies, etc. The
operational model for rendering all services should be reviewed for efficiency and
effectiveness.
The municipality needs to review all its agency activities to ensure appropriate service level
agreements are concluded and that these are properly funded.
It is critical that the municipality during the process of refinement of its organizational structure
also re-prioritize its key functions with its ability to effectively and efficiently deliver on these
functions. This will allow for the redirection of resources, which is fundamental to addressing
the financial and service delivery challenges of the municipality.
Consultants are responsible carrying out project specific infrastructure planning processes
such feasibility studies, preliminary designs, technical reports for the Municipality
Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality is faced with the main challenge of ageing infrastructure and
also the inability to adequately maintain and timeously provide required infrastructure
upgrades due to budgetary constraints. The net effect of the aforementioned has been high
distribution losses for its electricity services and the associated reductions in revenue, failure
to provide reliable and sustainable infrastructure services as well as the inability to cater for
the service delivery backlogs for within the Municipality.
Below is a high-level summary of the state of the Municipality’s infrastructure related services:
Spatial Planning and Land Use Management, HSLD & Building Control
The municipality has inherited several challenges from amalgamation. Some of the functions
are not adequately funded, specifically building control section, as they don’t have budget vote
numbers since the merger. There are no sector plans to date and also no SPLUMA and
Building Control By-Laws and policy.
There is need to expedite the integration of HSLD with Building control in order to work
effectively on building and land use transgressions. Major causes of ineffectiveness of the
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aforementioned functions is working in silos. The municipality should must endeavor that
departments work together with common purpose to achieve the strategic objectives of the
municipality.
Waste Management
The Municipality’s waste management operations are being under funded resulting in the
Municipality failing to render effective waste management in its area of jurisdiction.
The waste management fleet is now old and has been affected by inadequate maintenance
resulting in frequent breakdowns. There is also a shortage of staff, refuse bins and skip trucks
to adequately serve the Municipality’s waste management needs. The situation was made
worse when refuse trucks were also included in the Municipal fleet that was attached and
auctioned off by the sheriff of the court.
The waste management unit is not operating efficiently with high costs associated with labour
and related operational inefficiencies being the root cause. Cost containment measures and
standard operating procedures as well as revenue enhancement strategies should be
developed and implemented in order to return the waste management unit to a sound financial
footing.
Electricity
The Municipality is currently facing challenges associated with an ageing electrical grid, under
maintenance of infrastructure as well as failure to upgrade both its bulk and reticulation
networks. The Queenstown area is the most affected with the Municipality reported to have
“last carried maintenance works over a decade ago” according to the 2016/17 Annual report.
The electricity services department is also experiencing challenges associated with shortages
of meter readers as well as vehicles and tools of trade used for repair and maintenance works.
Long turnaround times in procuring spares at the Municipal stores have often resulted in
breakdowns taking longer than necessary to be attended to, resulting in frequent and longer
services outages.
The Municipality is affected by wide spread illegal connections, tempering of electricity meters
as well as theft of switch gear. The aforementioned has resulted in high electricity distribution
losses that were estimated to be around 40% of billable electricity revenue in the 2016/17
financial year.
The electricity infrastructure network of Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality has components
that have reached the end of their lifespan and some require immediate maintenance
particularly substations and transformer components. In some areas, the electricity
infrastructure has reached a stage of collapse due to ageing and inadequate prevented
maintenance because of funding constraints.
The former Lukhanji LM undertook a masterplan study commissioned in 2014, which identified
projects for immediate implementation. These projects were mainly network strengthening and
refurbishment. However due to limited funding as well as the aged state of infrastructure in
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the Greater Enoch Mgijima LM, most focus has been on attending to ad hoc maintenance on
the network. There has been increasing outages due to faults and the shift has been mostly
on the repair and maintenance of the affected infrastructure.
An emergency projects business plan, which included the servicing and maintenance of the
Ebden and Queendustria substations, was developed and adopted by the municipality in
February 2018. However, the business plan omitted Mlungisi and Western Substation as they
provide electricity mainly to residential areas.
Subsequent to the business plan the municipality has had three (3) major unplanned
interruptions that were caused by the failure of Transformers (in some plants damages
occurred on Current & Voltage Transformers).
The Komani area is at a high risk of power interruptions which could leave consumers without
power for extended periods since the substations supplying the area are operating without
parallel systems (as per design) which are critical for maintenance and downtime. EMLM
needs to prioritise the installation of the parallel systems to ensure stable electricity supply to
the area.
It is therefore imperative that in order to stabilize electricity supply in the Municipality, EMLM
should expand the scope of the emergency projects business plan to include the Mlungisi and
Western substations as well as other critical infrastructure in the remainder of the Municipality
and implement it as a matter of urgency.
Roads and Stormwater
Under maintenance of the infrastructure as well as absence of updated roads and storm water
sector plans have resulted in the deterioration of the Municipality’s roads with potholes and
flooding of properties due to blocked or inadequate stormwater systems being a reported in
the Municipality.
Due to limited resources, the whole of the EMLM is faced with a huge backlog of cleaning,
repairs & maintenance of stormwater pipes as well as upgrading of the stormwater systems
in general. In order to reduce the incidence of flooding and formation of potholes, EMLM needs
to prioritise cleaning and upgrading of its stormwater systems.
The Municipality has planned to utilise the Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) over several
financial years to surface 21 kilometres of roads prioritising areas that have prevalent
stormwater challenges. It is envisaged that upon completion, the upgraded roads will not only
improve accessibility and mobility but also assist in resolving the stormwater challenges in the
prioritised areas.
The increase in heavy traffic volumes passing through the Municipality has resulted in higher
than normal loading of its roads network leading to higher rates of deterioration than had been
planned for. The Municipality will need to update its roads and stormwater master plans to
reflect the increased traffic loading and maintenance requirements.
Fleet
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There is a general shortage of fleet and equipment to adequately serve the Municipality in
general. A significant portion of the Municipality’s fleet is now old and is prone to frequent
breakdowns or is effectively out of service due to its poor condition. The fleet is also not
properly managed and theft of fuel and spare parts is prevalent. Part of the fleet was recently
attached and auctioned after litigation by creditors.
The electricity and waste management departments have been most affected as the shortages
have resulted in operations and maintenance staff failing to carry out their duties. This has led
to frequent and longer electricity outages as crew’s taker more time than normal to respond to
breakdowns as well as the failure to collect refuse on time by the waste management
department.
In order for the Enoch Mgijima LM to offer effective infrastructure related services, it is
imperative that the Municipality procure additional fleet and equipment as well as ensure that
its adequately serviced and optimally managed. Therefore, the EMLM should development a
Fleet Management & Maintenance Plan, implement a Fleet Replacement Schedule and
implement vehicle recovery and fleet monitoring system which existed but not utilised. A
suggestion was made that the function be relocated from Corporate Services to BTO to
improve efficiency.
Infrastructure Services Financial Performance
Municipal financial sustainability is influenced by all considerations presented in this report,
however, it is the infrastructure related services that are the primary source of revenue. The
revenue less the expenditure directly related to the infrastructure services, is the surplus that
primarily funds all other municipal operating and administrative expenditure.
The principal revenue generating steam for the Municipality is supposed to be the sale of
electricity. However due a number of reasons, the revenues from the sale of electricity have
been so low to an extended that they could not cover the cost of the electricity bulk purchases
which average about R48 million per month, according to the 2016/17 annual report.
According to the ratio analysis report, the Municipality consistently under maintained its
infrastructure by between approximately 88 per cent during the last two financial years as
measured against National Treasury norms.
During the same period, the Municipality also failed to adequately invest in its infrastructure
upgrades obligations due to budgetary or operational constraints. The net effect of the
aforementioned poor maintenance and deferred infrastructure upgrades has been the
decreasing reliability of services provided to the residents of Enoch Mgijima LM and failure to
service the infrastructure backlog within the Municipality.
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3.2.3

Backlogs in Service Delivery and Infrastructure

A summary of the percentage of households that receive services are as follows (extracted
from Stats SA 2016 Census Survey):
Service

Percentage

Weekly Refuse Removal
Electricity for Lighting
Roads

59%
94%
37%

The municipality should develop a long-term financial plan, which will, amongst others,
indicate the realistic funding mix to finance the backlogs as indicated and the most costeffective way in which expansion of services can be undertaken. This has to be balanced
against the growth projections and potential additional revenue from its agricultural, business,
industrial, residential, government and other core sectors of its local economy.
The municipality must also address underperformance of existing infrastructure due to ageing
and poor planning for repairs and maintenance. There is a lack of asset management of both
fixed infrastructure and movable assets. As a result, existing infrastructure could not be
replaced or refurbished, resulting in frequent interruption of services. This should also be
addressed in the long-term financial plan of the municipality. Therefore, asset management
plans need to be updated or put in place as a matter of urgency and implemented holistically.
Even though the municipality is experiencing challenges of service delivery due to aging
infrastructure, the budget allocation for operation and maintenance is low and insufficient to
stabilise or prevent further deterioration. Serious re-prioritisation of the budget is needed.
It is noted also that several critical service delivery and economic development projects have
not been implemented due to the financial problems faced by the municipality as identified in
the status quo assessment.
The complexity of infrastructure and service delivery projects undertaken by the Municipality
requires thorough technical management and planning. This area must be strengthened to
fast track infrastructure development and economic growth in the municipality.
Below is a summary of ratios relating to the operating efficiency of the Service Delivery and
Infrastructure departments.
The Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure
This ratio is used to assess the level of Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure, which
indicates the prioritisation of expenditure towards current operations versus future capacity in
terms of Municipal Services.
The norm ranges between: 10% and 20%
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Table1

Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure

2017/18

Total Operating Expenditure
Taxation Expense
Total Capital Expenditure

2016/17

736 730 099.00
82 898 475.00
10%

Results

704 255 228.00
69 155 924.00
9%

Annual Financial Statements: 2016/17 & 2017/18
The table above indicates a slight improvement of 1 percent on Capital expenditure as
percentage of Total expenditure when comparing the 2016/17 financial year to 2017/18
financial year. This low rate of spending by the municipality in infrastructure, holds potential
risks to service delivery. It is critical that expenditure is largely directed toward service delivery
infrastructure and not administrative assets.
Repairs & Maintenance /PPE and Investment Property
The ratio measures the level of repairs and maintenance to ensure adequate maintenance to
prevent breakdowns and interruptions to service delivery. Repairs and maintenance of
municipal assets is required to ensure the continued provision of services.
the norm is 8%
Table 2

Repairs and Maintenance as a % of Property, Plant and
Equipment and Investment Property (Carrying Value)

2017/18

Total Repairs and Maintenance Expenditure
PPE at carrying value
Investment Property at Carrying value

3 332 625.00
1 179 037 738.00
291 608 199.00
0%

Results

2016/17
13 270 608.00
1 160 539 153.00
291 608 199.00
1%

Annual Financial Statements: 2016/17 & 2017/18

In terms of MFMA Circular no.71, municipalities are advised to spend a minimum of 8.0 per
cent of the Carrying value of Property, Plant and Equipment and Investment Property on
repairs and maintenance in order to ensure adequate maintenance to prevent breakdowns
and interruptions of service delivery.
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The table above reflects that municipality spending is below the norm at 1% for 2016/17
financial year and at less than 1% for the year 2017/18. This reflects insufficient spending on
repairs and maintenance to the extent that it could increase impairment of useful assets.
Furthermore, the declining trend is an indication of challenges in spending patterns. This may
also indicate that the Municipality is experiencing cash flow problems and therefore unable to
spend at appropriate levels on its repairs to existing assets or purchase of new assets which
could in turn impact negatively on service delivery.

Thus, the municipality needs to re-visit its asset management plan or re-consider the
completeness of the costs which they deem and include as the repairs and maintenance.
Unless the municipality in one of these years had replaced the assets instead of repairing
them (which is not the case as evidenced by additions amount of both PPE and Investment
properties in AFS), this could lead to serious interruptions in service delivery and increase
chances of protests for service delivery from the community.
Capital Expenditure
This ratio measures the extent to which Budgeted Capital Expenditure has been spent during
the financial year under review. Further, this ratio measures the municipality’s ability to
implement capital projects and monitor the risks associated with non-implementation. The
ratio also assesses whether the municipality has effective controls in place to ensure that
expenditure is incurred in accordance with an approved budget.
The norm ranges between 95% and 100%

Table 3
Capital Expenditure
Actual Capital Expenditure
Budget Capital Expenditure
Results
Annual Financial Statements: 2016/17 & 2017/18

2017/18

2016/17

43 849 916
65 036 000
67%

68 106 824
124 908 862
55%

The table above reflects a significantly low capital expenditure ratio. The municipality must
align the budget to the IDP and develop procurement plan and monitor them. Underspending
in Capital projects may result in unspent conditional grants. The roll-over of the unspent
conditional grants may not be approved by transferring departments and National Treasury if
the Municipality does not meet the criteria stipulated in MFMA circular 86, 91 and previous
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circular.

This may result in community protests as communities will be demanding the

programs and projects promised during IDP and budget consultations.
3.2.4 Electricity Distribution Losses and Bulk supply
The distribution losses are currently at 10%. Electricity losses were within the 7 to 10% norm
and were reported in the Auditor-General’s Report for the 2016/17 financial year as matters of
emphasis. The losses were attributable to theft and illegal connections, unmetered
connections, non-functional meters and poor maintenance, amongst others. The Municipality
needs to invest more into replacement of ageing electrical infrastructure components with high
energy losses, install smart electricity meters on all connections as well as clamp down on
illegal connections as part of strategies to reduce electricity distribution losses.
3.2.5 Project Planning and Implementation
The Municipality has a Project Management Unit in place. Consultants are also responsible
carrying out project specific infrastructure planning processes such feasibility studies,
preliminary designs, technical reports for the Municipality. However due to poor project
planning the Municipality was lagging in its grant funding expenditure against national bench
marks in the 2016/17 and 2017/18 financial years. As a result of the under expenditure, R
40 039 351.00 of grant funding was returned to the National Revenue Fund according to the
2017/18 Annual Financial Statement. This is highly unacceptable given the high service
delivery backlogs and capital projects funding challenges the Municipality is currently facing.
3.3
3.3.1

Status Quo Assesment: Financial Challenges
Overview

The persistent financial challenges faced by the Enoch Mgijima local municipality are due to
operations and administrative inefficiencies, poor financial management, poor planning, lack
of accountability and poor budgeting, amongst others. A serious revenue management,
expenditure management and cash management is required in order to bring EMLM to a
sound cash flow position.
Overall poor or non-implementation of administrative systems, procedures, processes,
financial controls, poor budgeting techniques, over-spending, an inadequate delegation
framework, weaknesses in governance and oversight together with non-compliance with the
relevant legislative framework, contributed to the current state of affairs of the municipality and
if not addressed it will lead to further deterioration in financial status and service delivery.
The continued weak forecasting, planning and development of the budget has resulted in
unachievable revenue estimates and not well managed implementation of expenditure. These
areas need to improve to ensure that a fundamental change can be fully implemented. Under
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collection of revenue and poor management of assets has had an impact on the current
financial status of the municipality.
3.3.2

The Financial Management Capability Maturity Model (FMCMM) BTO component

The Financial Management Capability Maturity Model (FMCMM) assessment outcomes also
revealed several weaknesses including asset management, liquidity management, risk
management, supply chain management, revenue management and budget implementation
and BTO structuring and functioning. Aspects needing attention are highlighted in the detailed
report “Enoch Mgijima local municipality FMCMM and Indicator Assessment Report March
2018”. The municipality must develop an action plan using the FMCMM template to address
outcomes of the assessment. The implementation of corrective measures by the municipality
in addressing identified weaknesses is critical to assist the municipality to improve its level of
financial management maturity from developmental to control levels whereby financial
management systems, processes and procedures are functional and able to support the
organisation.
3.3.3 Key Financial Ratios.
An analysis of the following key ratios highlights other areas that need attention. These
indicators provide the main target areas to improve financial sustainability. In addition,
understanding how these indicators can be used to manage finances better and improve
services will assist the municipality with its medium- and long-term plans. These indicators are
contained in MFMA Circular 71. Annexure A provides, an example, in this regard. It is critical
that any future revenue and expenditure plans be compared against the norms provided in the
Circular as these will inform whether or not the municipality is following a medium to long term
sustainable path in its development decisions.
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Key Financial Ratios
Ratio

Ratio for 2016/17

Liquidity Ratio (Current Ratio) - this 1.01
ratio indicates the extent to which
current assets can be used to settle
short-term liabilities. If current assets do
not exceed current liabilities it means a
liquidity problem i.e. insufficient cash to
meet financial obligations.
The norm is 1.5 - 2:1.
Cash Coverage Ratio - indicates the 0
municipality's ability to meet at least its
monthly fixed operating commitments
without collecting any revenue during
that month.
The norm should not be less than 1 - 3
months.

Ratio for 2017/18

Remarks

0.51

This financial ratio suggests that the municipality will
not be able to pay all its current or short-term
obligations if they fall due at any specific point, which
highlights serious financial challenges and likely
liquidity problems. Current Assets of Enoch Mgijima
deteriorated by R38 million from R137m in 2016/17
financial year to R99 million while Current liabilities
increased tremendously by R59 million
The municipality’s Cash coverage ratio has remained
constant at 0 month in both the 2016/17 and 2017/18
financial years. The ratio is below the norm of at least
3 months. This indicates that should the municipality
be unable to generate cash; it won’t be able to pay the
fixed monthly expenses with the available cash.
Furthermore, it has been noted that the municipality
closed off the financial year with an overdraft of
R410 114. This is in contravention with S45 of the
MFMA.

0
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Ratio

Ratio for 2016/17

Ratio for 2017/18

Remarks

Net Debtors Days - This ratio reflects N/A
the collection period. Net Debtor Days
refers to the average number of days
required for a Municipality or Municipal
Entity to receive payment from its
Consumers for bills/invoices issued to
them for services rendered. The ratio
excludes balances for Debtors, which
the Municipality or Municipal Entity has
assessed as potentially irrecoverable.
The norm is 30 Days.
Creditors Payment Period – this 49days
indicates the average number of days
taken to pay trade creditors.
The norm is 30 days.

292 days

This ratio reflects the collection period and indicated
that the municipality take 9 to 10 months to collect the
current billing

120 days

Contracted services as a % of Total 2%
Operating Expenditure – measures the
extent to which municipal resources are
committed towards contracted services.
The norm is 2% - 5%

2%

The municipality’s repayment period has worsened
from 49 days to 120 days. This is as a result of the
cash flow problems the municipality is currently
experiencing. It further confirms the highlighted
financial sustainability of the municipality that is at risk.
In addition, this further indicates that the municipality
is not adequately managing its working capital
The table above on the ratios for contracted services
for both financial years are within the stipulated norm
of 2.0 per cent to 5.0 per cent as stipulated by the
National Treasury and the municipality is
commendable as the ratios are within the norm by 2
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Ratio

Ratio for 2016/17

Ratio for 2017/18

Remarks
per cent, this indicates that most functions of the
municipality are not outsourced to consultants.

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and 79%
Unauthorised Expenditure to Total
Expenditure – this ratio measures the
extent of irregular, fruitless and wasteful
and unauthorised expenditure to total
expenditure.
The norm is 0%.

82%

Capital
Expenditure
Budget 55%
Implementation Indicator – measures
the actual to budgeted capital
expenditure that has been spent by the
municipality.

122%

Irregular, Unauthorised and Fruitless and Wasteful
expenditure (IUFW), shows a high percentage at 79%
for the 2016/17 financial year and 82% during the
financial year 2017/18.
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The ratio results are extremely above the norm of zero
percent (0%), and this shows that municipality did not
put any control measures in place to minimise the
irregular, unauthorised, fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. Furthermore, there is no progress in
ensuring that IUFW incurred in the previous financial
years is investigated and either write off, recover or
condoned as required by the MFMA and MFMA
circulars
It is noted and commended that the municipality has
improved on capital spending and has actually spent
the full budget for the 2017/18 financial year.
The municipality must continue to improve planning,
supply chain management process, and its capacity to
implement capital projects hence it is critical to ensure
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Ratio

Ratio for 2016/17

The norm range is between 95% 100%.
Repairs and Maintenance to Property, 1%
Plant and Equipment and Investment
Property – measures the level of repairs
and maintenance to ensure adequate
repairs and maintenance to prevent
breakdowns and interruptions to
services delivery.
The norm is 8%.

Ratio for 2017/18

Remarks
avoiding the risk of cash flow challenge as it has the
potential of impacting on this ratio.
Repairs and maintenance to property, plant and
equipment and investment property for both years is
significantly low.
This is an indication that insufficient monies are being
spent on repairs and maintenance impairment.
This situation is already impacting negatively on
service delivery and resulting in interruption of
services.

0%
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3.3.4

Revenue

The Revenue section has been without a manager for more than a year, there is a substantial
number of meters on electricity network that are not on the system and as result they are not
billed. This was revealed by physical meter audit that has been recently done on 86% of
property to identify all the meters that are not billed. It should however be noted that the
recommendations are not yet implemented. This 86% represent Queenstown, Molteno and
Tarkastad areas while the remaining areas’ meter audit could not be done due to limited funds
on the project. Regarding the rates charges, there are properties that are not yet valued, hence
billing is not 100%. Other unregistered, yet surveyed properties are not in the GV hence the
current GV is being conducted to correct that. Property rates regular reconciliation between
billing information and valuation roll information is done. Monthly billing checklist is also
performed by the municipality. Poor, unresolved queries and unclear allocation of duties is
also a challenge in the municipality. The previous GV’s supplementary valuation roll were not
being conducted at least once a year. The current GV contract covers supplementary valuation
roll that has to be done yearly. There are gaps in communication between departments e.g.
when Technical Services repair or replace a faulty meter, that is not communicated to BTO for
activation on the system. No collaboration between Human Settlement and BTO for municipal
housing rent stock. The delays by satellite offices to perform month end system closure results
in delays to the system closure in general and also result to late submission of section 71
reports. The internal control at all cash pay points are not effective which result in more
incidents of cash rolling being reported on satellite offices.
The municipality is currently having three valuation rolls serving as the basis for the
assessment rates, as a result of the amalgamation. All three valuation rolls have however
expired. The municipality has appointed a service provider to conduct a general valuation and
develop a new valuation roll to be implemented in 1 July 2019. Once implemented, the new
valuation roll will require timeous maintenance through the valuation management system
which should also be interfaced with other relevant systems in the municipality including the
billing system. There is also a need to reconcile the building plans statistics with the valuation
roll increases for the period to ensure that all properties are correctly rated as this exercise
could result in the additional much needed rates income.
Other challenges and associated risks are as follows:









Tariffs used by the municipality are not cost effective;
The municipality does not use electronic meter reading system;
The municipality does not send monthly statements on time;
Electricity losses as a result of theft, faulty meters and no meters;
Debtors with payment arrangements with the municipality are not followed up.
Returned mail is not recorded;
There are no procedures to deal with returned mail;
Outstanding debtors are not restricted or terminated;
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The municipality is writing off the outstanding debts without following proper processes;
The municipality does not have a proper plan to monitor electricity losses;
Debt collection system does not integrate correctly with the municipal financial system;
ands
Unallocated receipts are not monitored on monthly basis.

The fact that the administrator has been appointed is an indicative of the weaknesses in
internal controls, governance and oversight by the responsible personnel.
A significant portion of municipal vehicles were auctioned and thus poses a risk in the ability
of the municipality to be able to deliver services to the community, more especially for
collection because of lack of vehicle to cut-off electricity.
Analysis of revenue and annual increases:
Revenue by Source

Property rates

2017/18

2016/17

R

R

%

98 090 628

88 199 903 11%

185 193 476

204 654 379 -10%

Service charges - refuse revenue

51 107 311

40 791 588 25%

Rental of facilities and equipment

2 803 997

2 466 661 14%

Interest earned - external investments

3 718 300

4 575 194 -19%

Interest earned - outstanding debtors

14 004 156

19 788 222 -29%

Service charges - electricity revenue

Fines, penalties and forfeits

789 174

722 654 9%

Licences and permits

4 359 623

3 219 580 35%

Agency services

4 743 434

4 673 941 1%

Transfers and subsidies

241 410 405

Other revenue
Public Contributions & donations

3 755 541

5 215 759 -28%

34 829 300

- 100%

644 805 704

Total

203 061 508 19%

577 369 389 12%

The above table indicates the following challenges:
 Generally all revenue sources have increased with the exception of electricity which has
decreased by 10% due to some consumers without meters or have faulty meters and
illegal connections.
 Revenue enhancement strategy implementation for the municipality is not intensified.
The Auditor General of South Africa has amongst others also identified the following revenue
management challenges during the audit for the year ended 30 June 2018:
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An adequate management, accounting and information system which accounts for revenue,
debtors and receipts was not in place, as required by section 64(2)(e) of the MFMA;
An effective system of internal control for debtors and revenue was not in place, as required
by section 64(2)(f) of the MFMA.
3.3.5 Debtors
Debtors analysis
DEBTORS: exchange transactions

2017/18

Gross Debtors

2016/17

453 467 793

433 974 719

(398 758 020)

(381 514 187)

Net Debtors

54 709 773

52 460 532

DEBTORS: non-exchange transactions

2017/18

2016/17

219 716 275
(188 779 115)

179615 641
(161 079 615)

30 937 160

17 536 026

Less Impairment

Gross Debtors
Less Impairment
Net Debtors

90% of debtors are impaired and the municipality cannot be collected within days stipulated
norm as the age analysis shows 95% debtors aged of 90+ days. This is another contributing
factor to cashflow problems which the municipality is faced with. The revenue enhancement
initiatives must be implemented.
The above table also reveals the following:
 Consumer debtors before impairment is increasing drastically indicating that credit control
and debt collection implementation has to be intensified;
 Due to high increase in consumer debtors, debt impairment provisions have also increased
drastically. Note should be taken that this increase is extremely high especially after an
already excessive provision for the previous year; and
 There could be customers who are not billed for services.

Accoun
t No
2926010
3010
2918330
3016
2907040
0011
2000004
6762
4143430
0018
4031820
0015

Name
DIE DIREKTEUR
GENERAAL

Top 10 debtors as at 31 October 2018
Debt
Initi or
60 Days
90 Days
als
Type
Ageing
Ageing

120+ Days
Ageing

Total
Ageing

G

G

1 350 091

15 402

1 944 172

3 309 665

DIE DIREKTEUR GENL

.

G

1 453 358

11 872

1 367 720

2 832 950

FRONTIER HOSPITAL
DEVENTON NO 3 PTY
LTD
STATELINE PRESSED
METAL
REPUBLIEK VAN SUID
AFRIKA

.

G

1 271 690

0

1 142 581

2 414 272

D

B

12 375

12 375

2 089 688

2 114 438

S

B

12 465

74 738

1 643 417

1 730 620

T

B

386 565

9 570

1 325 203

1 721 337
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7931220
022
2000004
3808
1000482
09
2918330
0013

CHRIS HANI DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY

B

243 792

256 958

1 132 509

1 633 258

CURSIMSIA TRUST
DIVERSIFIED PARKING
SYSTEMS

C

DO

36 484

36 202

1 455 606

1 528 292

D

DO

0

0

1 171 213

1 171 213

KOMANI HOSPITAAL

K

HL

218 218

135 332

761 883

1 115 433
19 571 475

The other challenge is that most of the institutions owing are government departments i.e.
Public Works, schools and hospitals and big businesses. Credit control implementation should
be intensified to an extent of moving towards disconnections of services in line with credit
control and debt collection policy.
3.3.6

Supply Chain Management

The municipality has an operational and centralised SCM Unit, and the SCM policy has been
aligned to MFMA circular no. 77. Financial delegation exists but not formalised in writing to
individual personnel. Procurement requisitions are initiated by departments and signed by
HOD’s therefore SCM verifies the correctness of signatures. The municipality has Operational
and Capital procurement plans in place. The SCM has segregated functions such as demand
management acquisition and contracts management to perform duties separated from each
other. Although staff perform their duties from previous experiences prior amalgamation, job
description are still developed. There are instances where procurement is done outside the
approved budget procurement plans.
The following are the main challenges facing the SCM unit:


Deviations from SCM processes due to inadequate planning in particular with
electricity procurement. The deviations are as the results of number of emergency
procurement because of aged electrification infrastructure;



Shortage of staff in bids office and contract management;



Staff need to be capacitated with developments within SCM, contract management
and infrastructure procurement framework.

The third quarter section 52 report of the Executive Mayor indicates various transactions
resulting from deviations from the supply chain management processes. Reasons are
provided supporting the approval of various deviation reports which reasons in certain
instances do not qualify when assessed against a proper construction of the local government
Municipal Finance Management Act read together with the regulations issued in terms of the
latter Act.
The above observation applies more specifically to reasons advanced on deviations using
emergency as a reason for motivation and to a certain extent the sole supplier reason. The
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report further expressly provides bad planning and implementation as a reason for resultant
emergency to procure.
It was recommended that all officials entrusted with the responsibility to procure goods and
services on behalf of the municipality be workshopped on the implementation of the policy.
It was also recommended that the Municipal Manager must review all delegated authority on
supply chain management to bid committees and officials within the organisation and consider
the centralisation of procurement of goods and services.
The other observation made is that the municipality does not have a three-year contract for
procurement of goods and services that are continuously required for operations and it
procures such goods using the three-quote system which is very expensive. In this regard for
example we refer to but not limited to procurement of parts and lubricants for motor vehicles
and electrical equipment and materials.
To this end, it is recommended that the municipality must identify such goods and services
that are continuously required for operational matters and go out on an open tender process
to procure such contracts. This will save the municipality a lot of money.
That all reports for deviations for consideration by the Municipal Manager must have written
comments of legal services and finance department.
That the municipality must compile a procurement plan in line with the service delivery and
budget implementation plan.
The above challenges need immediate attention including the review of policies and
procedures, delegations, implement measures to address gaps through development plans
and the training of SCM practitioners at all levels in the municipality.
3.3.7

Expenditure

The expenditure manager produces cash-flow statement and submit to CFO twice a week
(Wednesday and Friday) when payments are being made. The reconciliation is prepared for
every supplier on a monthly basis. Vat is prepared every month and submitted to SARS.
Payment vouchers are manually filled but will begin to be scanned for audit purposes with
effect from July 2018. Communication between SCM and Expenditure is effective. There is no
central point for submission of invoices resulting in some invoices being paid after 30
days.Month-end -closure procedures are followed for financial system closure but need to be
enhanced as the revenue section causes delays..
2017/18
168 093 091
428 920 224
3 538 035
5 637 588

Expenditure
Unauthorised expenditure
Irregular expenditure
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Accommodation
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2016/17
154 096 591
402 145 795
3 100 600
2 744 102
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Consulting and Professional services
Security services
Repairs and maintenance
Subscription and membership fees
Telephone and fax

22 453 738
5 932 031
4 278 589
19 200
7 965 873

3 299 813
13 270 608
19 015
5 422 047

The above table indicates the following:
The high amount of unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditures is a clear
indication that there is a serious lack of financial discipline and control. It should also be noted
that these expenditures have drastically increased from 2016/17 to 2017/18 financial years,
which is an indication that implementation of the municipality’s systems of control is
deteriorating.
The selected general expenses in the table above are also showing significant increases
which clearly appears to be contradicting the cost curtailment implementation that is supposed
to be in place.
The Auditor General in his report for the year ended 30 June 2018 also highlighted the
unavailability of sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support expenditures as disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements. This was due to the municipality not having an adequate
expenditure management system in place to record and account for expenditure. This was
one of the basis for Disclaimer of Opinion. It should also be noted that the Auditor General
could also not obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence in respect of employee related costs
and employee benefit obligations.
The system should also be investigated if the sundries function on the financial system can
be deactivated for mitigating irregular expenditure, this is the function that is used to pay
expenditure that has not followed proper procurement process. BTO should be the key point
for receiving invoices. A memo to HOD’s should be written to communicate that no payment
will be made by the Municipality without official order. 30 days will start on receipt of the invoice
being registered on the book at BTO. Expenditure should prepare procedure manuals for
payments on 30 days.
3.3.8 Creditors
Due to the huge cash flow constraints faced by the municipality, creditors are not paid
timeously.
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Creditors analysis:
Elec
No
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Top Ten Creditors - October 2018
Cheque
Payee Name
Amt
Description

Date
20181
030 ESKOM
20181
002 VAT RECOVERY CAPITAL
20181
031
20181
017
20181
019
20181
001
20181
031
20181
016

BUSSINESS
CONNEXIONS
MATTAM TRADING CC
T/A QUEENS
RED GUARD SECURITY
SYSTEMS CC
AUDITOR GENERAL
SALGA
WILLARDS TRAVEL
SERVICE (PTY) LTD

20181 NDLALA MASS
031 VALUATION
20181
002 MAX PROF

120 000 000 ELECTRICITY ACCOUNT
3 708 809 VAT RECOVERY
FINANCIAL SYSTEM SOLAR BUDGET
MODULE, TRANSFORM & NORMALISE,
1 400 000 REVENUE SUPPORT
625 640 FUEL ACCOUNT
GUARDING, MONITORING, CALLOUTS
585 005 AND REPAIRS
AUDIT FEES FOR LAST FINANCIAL YEAR
499 738 1718
LEVIES FOR INKWANCA, TSOLWANA
400 000 AND LUKHANJI
356 219 ACCOMMODATION
COMPILATION & MAINTENANCE OF
THE VALUATION ROLL &
328 527 SUPPLEMENTARY VALUATION ROLLS
FEES FOR PERFORMING VAT
275 774 RECOVERY ASSIGNMENT
128 179 711

Revenue enhancement has to be seriously intensified whilst there is a need to be more
efficient on the expenditure side including serious cost curtailment in the whole municipality.
About 94% of the payables is owed to Eskom at R 120m. The municipality has approached
the High Court to apply for an order to stay for a period not exceeding 90 days to stay out of
all legal proceedings in terms of the section 152 of the MFMA.
3.3.9 Grants
The municipality spent 100% of its allocated grants amounted to R79.7m in 2017/18 financial
year. A 3rd of municipal budget.is grant funded. After the intervention by both national and
provincial government the municipality was put on cash/ payment reimbursement model.
Therefore, no risk for conditional grants to be used for operations.
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3.3.10 Cash Flow Management
Cash Flow Management

2017/18

Cash balance

2016/17

585 217

50 789 089

162 459 646

67 921 945

Capital commitments

64 953 344

79 836 684

Contingent liabilities

8 900 498

7 287 098

Trade and other payables

The above table clearly indicates that Enoch Mgijima Local municipality is faced with serious
cash flow challenges and is unable to meet its short-term commitments while it is already
committed to other long-term projects.
The municipality should regularly review the status of its commitments with a view to secure
the ability to honour these obligations and ensure sustainable service delivery. The
weaknesses in the supply chain processes of the municipality should be addressed urgently
and internal controls strengthened.
Negotiations to review terms and conditions of contracts and performance thereto will need to
be held with the legitimate suppliers and those projects approved but not contracted for must
be reviewed with a view to cancel without the risk of legal action being taken.
The failure of internal controls over line managers who commit the municipality through
contracts that have not been scrutinised by Legal Services to avoid financial exposure is
another problem. This is indicative of the absence of a standard operating procedure of a
contract management system which will guide on the policy of the municipality. This increases
the risk of high liabilities for the municipality and all contracts should be scrutinised by Legal
Services for any possible legal/ contractual implications. Litigation registers do not indicate the
possible outcome of legal matters or the possible legal cost to be incurred. Senior
Management should be informed/ updated regarding litigation/ legal matters and consequence
management for such eventualities.
3.3.11 Budget
The municipality has a tendency of preparing unrealistic budget where unachievable revenue
and expenditure budget have been set and not achieved. The assessment outcomes of
2018/19 MTREF Budget has revealed these weaknesses. Concerns raised include the need
for setting of cost reflective tariffs, changes to electricity operations to address the current
deficits, unrealistic revenue collection levels, with general expenses and employee cost that
are very excessive.
The 2018/19 budget was not funded as per assessment done by Provincial Treasury, amongst
other factors being inclusion of the electricity Eskom arrears in the 2018/19 budgets. The main
reason for the municipality not having a funded budget in the last 3 years was due to the low
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revenue collection by the municipality. Current revenue billed are not collected while consumer
debtors kept on increasing. Expenditure on the other hand kept on increasing. It has been
difficult then to adhere to MFMA sec 18 that requires budget to be funded. The municipality is
using an incremental budgeting approach at the moment even though in some instances a
mixture of the two is used where they have to look critically at certain functions performed by
a cost center. When preparing the budget, NERSA electricity tariffs are considered through
the Budget Circulars usually communication to municipality in March before the draft budget
is tabled in council. The Budget and Reporting section performs month – end closure
procedures before the system is closed for reporting, these reports are accurate as far as the
system permits. Efforts are being made to improve on the reporting side through the
implementation of the mSCOA system. The financial system vendor assist anytime that the
municipality log a compliant or a query. The municipality has a Budget Policy and a revised
Virement Policy in place that assist in the management and implementation of the Budget. All
the current positions that have a direct impact on the municipality’s trial balance are filled and
each employee in the Budget and Financial Reporting section ha a job description as well as
what they are supposed to do on a daily basis.
However as recommended by the Provincial Treasury the municipality must draw a plan that
will assist moving from incremental to zero base budgeting, intensify monitoring and internal
controls in the implementation of the budget and undertake corrective measures using its early
warning mechanism to ensure expenditure is aligned to realistic revenue and available cash.
The need for setting of cost reflective tariffs, changes to electricity operations to address the
current deficits, unrealistic revenue collection levels, with general expenses and employee
costs that are very excessive, therefore dictates that cost containing measures be
implemented.
Following below is the original operating budget and the adjusted operating budget (budget
reprioritisation) as set by Municipal Financial Recovery Services in terms of Section
142(2)(i)(a) of the MFMA. It is very clear that operating revenue and expenditure estimates
had as always been unrealistic, hence this mandatory budget reprioritisation should serve as
baseline for the 2019/20 MTREF and outer years budgets.
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OPERATING REVENUE BUDGET
REVENUE BY SOURCE

Property rates

2018/19 Original
budget

2018/19
Budget
reprioritisation

105 875 000

96 540 000

Difference

%
Difference

(9 335 000)

-9%
-71%

Interest earned - external investments

7 026 000

2 006 619

(5 019 381)

Interest earned - outstanding debtors

25 481 000

19 145 242

(6 335 758)

-25%

Service charges - electricity revenue

241 834 000

238 319 404

(3 514 596)

-1%

Rental of facilities and equipment

2 749 000

2 464 748

( 248 252)

-10%

Service charges - refuse revenue

44 639 000

37 065 802

(7 573 198)

-17%

Licences and permits

4 656 000

4 645 578

(10 422)

0%

Agency services

5 212 000

4 980 606

(231 394)

-4%

180 369 000

184 086 000

3 717 000

2%

42 899 000

25 620 524

(17 278 476)

-40%

3 225 000

2 602 475

(622 525)

-19%

663 964 000

617 476 998

(46 787 002)

-7%

256 851 000

244 008 450

12 842 550

5%

Remuneration of councillors

28 503 000

26 277 225

2 225 775

8%

Debt impairment

22 496 000

59 162 000

-36 666 000

-263%

Depreciation & asset impairment

27 995 000

37 345 824

-9 350 824

-133%

154 000

1 500 000

-1 346 000

-974%

Bulk purchases

267 213 000

154 100 433

113 112 567

42%

Other materials

11 389 000

8 197 806

3 191 194

28%

Contracted services

40 657 000

36 591 300

4 065 700

10%

159 000

159 000

0

0%

61 592 000

48 634 960

12 957 040

21%

101 032 002

14%

Transfers and subsidies
Other revenue
Fines, penalties and forfeits
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENDITURE BUDGET
EXPENDITURE TYPE
Employee related costs

Finance charges

Transfers and subsidies
Other expenditure
TOTAL

717 010 000
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Asset Management
The municipality has not compiled an asset register for the new entity, the current asset
register is a combination of the previous three entities that have merged. The AG claimed that
its scope has been limited to audit the assets of the municipality, therefore asset manager
should immediate compile a specification and go out on tender for compilation of the asset
register before June 2019.
3.4

Conclusion

Overall weaknesses in governance and oversight, organisational structure, consequence
management, human resource management, Non-implementation of administrative systems,
procedures, processes, financial controls, poor budgeting, weaknesses in the management of
debtors, expenditure, revenue and supply chain, poor asset management, non-compliance
with relevant legislative framework contributed to the deterioration in the municipality’s
financial and service delivery sustainability. The municipality has commenced with initiatives
to address some of the above weakness and challenges.
The implementation of this financial recovery plan is critical to secure the municipality’s ability
to provide basic services and meet its obligations on financial commitment.
4. SECTION FOUR: KEY STRATEGIES IN THE FINANCIAL RECOVERY PLAN
4.1

Nature and Extent of Strategies Identified

Given the state of affairs at the municipality, which has deteriorated over the years, a number
of strategies must now be developed, refined, and implemented in the short, medium and long
term through the financial recovery plan.
For the purpose of this Financial Recovery Plan, implementation timeframes are defined as
follows:
Timeframes
Current to 30 June 2021
Immediately
Short Term
Medium Term
Long Term

Current to 31 March 2019
Up to 30 June 2019
Up to 30 June 2020
Up to 30 June 2021 and beyond

In this regard, and given the nature of the financial and service delivery problems at the Enoch
Mgijima, immediate focus must be on addressing the following key issues:
 Filling of senior management and critical positions


Improve governance and political oversight;



Organisational structure review and design an affordable structure
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Human resource and related matters;



Implementation of the restructured budget;



Enhancement of revenue with a concerted focus on revenue collection;



Attend to electricity theft and electricity infrastructure



Compliance to SCM prescripts



Improved expenditure management; and



Improvement in asset management.

Further, and due to the long term nature of some of the strategies identified, the focus in the
short term adopted the Pareto Principle (20% of activities that will contribute 80% to the
successful implementation of the Plan) ensuring that the strategies adopted will have the
greatest impact and that can be done within the financial and human resource capacity and
capability at Enoch Mgijima Local Municipality.
Finally, and to ensure successful outcomes and the turnaround of the municipality, all key
deliverables and outputs that are contained in the Financial Recovery Plan must form part of
the performance agreements of the relevant senior managers to ensure implementation.
4.2 Mandatory budget reprioritisation
The outcomes of the financial analysis reflect a need for budget reprioritisation which should
be effected through the 2018/19 adjustment budget as follows:


The municipality’s operating revenue budget for the financial year 2018/19 is
unrealistic and should be adjusted downward by 7% from R664 million to R617 million
from the 2018/19 original MTREF. The implementation of strategies and interventions
in this plan are critical to change this trajectory in the immediate, short term and beyond
to reach the collection level norm of 95%;



The municipality’s operating expenditure budget for the financial year 2018/19 is also
unrealistic and should be adjusted downward by 14% from R717 million to R616
million. The implementation of strategies and interventions related to cost containment,
elimination of inefficiencies is critical to further enforce this trajectory in the immediate,
short term and beyond to reach the contracted services norm of 2% to 5% and
electricity losses norm of 7% to 10%;



Reduction of the employee cost by at least 15% progressively in three financial years
(2018/19 Adjustment budget:5%); 2019/20:5% and 2020/21:5%). This particularly
relates to reduction of overtime and contract workers, non-payment of performance
bonuses and any other benefits not in accordance with directives and collective
agreements. Also, as and when positions become vacant, funds for those vacant
positions must be redirected to fill positions of revenue, mandatory and service delivery
capacity imperatives; and
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Implementation of cost containment measures which include elimination of catering
services, minimisation of travelling, accommodation, cell phone and telephone costs.

The surplus to be realised through the full implementation of the financial recovery plan should
be directed to repairs and maintenance, capital expenditure on revenue generating
infrastructure, repayment of creditors and revenue enhancement initiatives.
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4.3 Key Strategies Considered in the Plan
The strategies are intended to address the challenges faced by the municipality. Key strategies addressed in the Plan must all be implemented
as this is a holistic and integrated plan. The following overarching strategies contained in this Plan, the details are elaborated in the detailed
implementation plan is set out in section, are listed below:
Strategy One
Strengthen
Governance

Strategy Two
Organisational
Restructuring

Strategy Three
Human Resource
Management

Strategy Four
Budget
Restructuring

Strategy Five
Cash Flow
Management

Strategy Six
Financial Sustainability,
Administration &
Controls

Strategy Seven
Infrastructure
and Service
Delivery

4.3.1 Strategy One: Strengthen Governance
Governance model efficiency is important for sustainability of the municipality. Within the local government sphere, governance model is
collaboration of a functional council inclusive of its committees through executing its functions of oversight over the administration, which ensure
implementations of programs in a way that they comply with all legislative requirements in an accountable, fair and transparent manner. This
strategy focuses on strengthening governance in the matters related to the operation of council and committees.
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Strengthening
Governance and
public
participation

 Training councillors and committees on governance, financial management, oversight and code of conduct
 Enforcement of the code of conduct by the speaker
 Review System of delegations
 Re-establishment of Committees of Council
 Adherence by council to corporate annual calendar of scheduled meetings in compliance with legislation
 Development of operational plans for all ward committees
 Implementation of the operational plan for all ward committees
 Training ward committees on governance, financial management, oversight and code of conduct
 Establish inter-action between ward committees and CDW’s and traditional councils
 Implement measures to prevent and address unauthorised, fruitless, wasteful and irregular expenditure
 Identify, investigate and address unauthorized, fruitless, wasteful and irregular expenditure in compliance
with the Constitution, legislation and regulations
 Quarterly progress reports submitted to council
 Review, refine and develop early warning mechanism and establishment of Inter-departmental Rapid
Response Team to timely respond to service delivery bottlenecks and community issues
 Project implementation protocols in communities
 Implementation of communication strategy
 Review and rationalisation of by-laws
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Focus Area

Key Activities
 Develop a legal compliance matrix for implementation of MFMA
 Review Rules and Orders By-law
 Review decision-making report flow system
 Development of stakeholder management strategy


Develop corporate risk register

 Develop a service delivery model

4.3.2 Strategy Two: Organisational Restructuring
The feature of the organisational restructuring process is a comprehensive and holistic approach to organisational improvement to achieve
improved service delivery, improved efficiency, increased revenue collection, reduced operating costs, amongst others.
The municipality needs to take a serious look at understanding and acting on the causes of the current organisational structu re deficiencies. As
mentioned before, the organisational structure appears bloated, top heavy, unaffordable and need to be reviewed. Taking into consideration of
the above mentioned, a workload/ productivity analysis must be embarked on to determine an appropriate number of positions to be created
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across the municipality and to ensure that the related cost of employees is aligned to organisational productivity. The refined organisational
structure must be costed before approval to determine its affordability. The process of consultation should be adhered to in order to foster sound
labour relations and human resource policies and procedures of the municipality must be adhered to in the implementation of the refined
organisational structure. A phased-in approach in the implementation of the adopted organisational structure should be considered to ensure
smooth implementation.
Focus Area
Organisational
Structure

Key Activities








Review & re-prioritise organisational structure in line with relevant legislation and take into account affordability
Finalisation of job descriptions
Conduct job evaluation
Conduct skills audit and competency assessment
Consultation with LLF and approval by council
Development of migration and placement policy
Implementation of the structure

4.3.3 Strategy Three: Human Resource Management and related matters
Human resource should be able to ensure that it provide capable workforce to the municipality and provide mechanisms in the form of policies
and procedures to mould a culture of discipline, improved productivity, career development, rewards and behaviour as a contribution to the overall
governance of the municipality. This strategy focuses on potential solutions to address human resources management and related matters which
include stability in administration leadership, employees’ minimum competences, skills audit, performance management and overtime
management.
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Performance
management






Filling of critical
vacancies






Advertising and shortlisting of section 56 positions, interview candidates, appointment and assumption of duty.
Advertising and Shortlisting of critical positions, interview candidate, appointment and assumption of duty.
Develop a model for the identification and prioritisation of the filling of other critical posts.
Issue a directive to limit acting allowance

ICT





Implementation of the ICT infrastructure maintenance plan
Review and implement the ICT strategy
The unit be moved to finance

Staff Allowance







Employees and
Union to be



Review and update the PMS policy
Consultation
Adoption of PMS policy for employees (below section 56/57 managers)
Implementation

Reduce overtime allowances, by issuing a directive to limit/suspend overtime
Investigate options of introducing shift system
Vehicle essential- user scheme be investigated
Cell phone allowances be investigated
Casual labour opted to EPWP cost benefit assessment
Communicate with all employees on the implications of the financial problems and the content and
consequences of the financial recovery plan.
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Focus Area
sensitised
about
the
challenges
facing
the
municipality

Key Activities


Meet with Organised Labour to discuss the financial recovery plan.

Disciplinary
board






Ensure the board is functional
Schedule of meetings concluded, adopted and adhere to
Investigation of cases
Implementation and monitoring of recommendation and report to council

HR strategy





Review of HR strategy
Approval
Implementation

Change
management
strategy





Development of a change management strategy
Approval of the strategy
Implementation

Training
and
development





Conduct skills audit for all employees
Personal development plans
Implement training programmes to ensure compliance with minimum competency requirements
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Focus Area
Litigation

Key Activities





Update and management of litigation register
Develop a litigation strategy and implementation thereof
Assess the prospect of success for each case
Payment of creditors and statutory obligations
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4.3.4 Strategy Four: Budget Restructuring
The continued poor budgeting where unachievable revenue and expenditure budgets have been set
and not achieved, weak expenditure control and cash flow management as mentioned earlier has had
an impact on the financial status of the municipality.
The municipality must fully implement the final outcomes of the MTREF 2018/19 revised budget
subsequent to the benchmark engagements held with Provincial Treasury during October 2018 and
mitigate the risk highlighted which include expenditure management, revenue management and
cashflow management. All policies relating to the budget and related by-laws should be reviewed,
updated and implemented.
The municipality should prioritise implementation of the new valuation roll and the maintenance thereof
through supplementary, cost reflective tariffs are implemented, aspects of operational efficiencies
should be addressed to ensure trading services are not traded at a deficit. The municipality should
maximise the existing revenue and explore revenue enhancement initiatives.
The municipality must review and implement cost cutting/austerity measures to eliminate nonessentials. Measures should be implemented by the municipality to address current expenditure
patterns. Further, internal controls should be implemented to curb high level of overtime, other staff
allowances and inefficiencies in the organisational restructure should be addressed. Low levels of
repairs and maintenance should be addressed to ensure the effective operation of all assets and
minimal service delivery interruptions.
Unauthorised, Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure to total expenditure is very high and should
be acted upon as a matter of extreme urgency.
The municipality also need to move away from short term erratic and reactionary planning to a long
term stable and sustainable plan. In this regard the municipality must develop a long-term financial
plan to determine the available resources and various realistic funding mechanism/mix at the disposal
of Council.
4.3.5 Strategy Five: Stringent Cash Flow Management
Cash flow management must be improved in the Enoch Mgijima municipality so that the municipality
is able to provide basic services and meet its obligations on financial commitments.
The municipality had a negative cash coverage ratio of -1 and -1 below the norm of 1-3 months in the
financial years 2017/18 and 2016/17 respectively. In addition, as at 30June 2018 the municipality had
a bank overdraft of R410 114 which is far below the creditors amount of R164 million. Improvement in
this area requires urgent and immediate attention. As mentioned earlier, Enoch Mgijima Local
Municipality cash flow problems impacted seriously on the ability of the municipality to meet financial
obligations when due. This situation highlights the need for the municipality to urgently improve on the
areas of cash, revenue and expenditure management. Further, the municipality has concluded
payment arrangements with relevant creditors to address amounts owed.
The EMLM has implemented cost containment measures in November 2018 and communicated at all
levels within the municipality. The assessment of all expenditures before being incurred is undertaken,
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through stringent budgeting and expenditure controls. This has been institutionalised in the daily
management practices of the municipality. The implementation of revenue enhancement initiatives has
been prioritised to increase collection levels and cash levels. The municipality should also vigorously
implement its credit control and debtor’s policy. It is also critical that the municipality is realistic when
projecting expected revenues and cash receipts. This will assist the municipality to move away from
persistent under performance in cash-flow.
All contingent liabilities should be investigated, a meeting held with Claimants to address legal
challenges and outstanding cases resolved speedily and amicably.
The municipality should establish cash backed capital replacement reserve so that the cost of future
renewal and replacement of infrastructure and other assets can be funded from the internal reserve.
In particular, the introduction of Management Accounting Practises will go a long way towards ensuring
that management decisions are based on accurate, reliable and real time data; hence the need to
address the financial management system during this process is critical.
4.3.6 Strategy Six: Financial Sustainability, Administration and Control
This strategy aims to improve financial sustainability, administration and control. The strategy looks at
the management of debtors and management of revenue in an effort to increase collection levels and
improve cash inflows.
The other areas addressed through this strategy include: the operations of budget and treasury office,
implementation of audit action plan and development and implementation of action plan using FMCMM
template to address outcomes of the assessment.
4.3.6.1 Revenue Enhancement
As at 30 June 2018 receivables from exchange transactions totalled R447 million and there was an
impairment provision of R398 million. The collection level needs to be increased so as to obtain
additional cash and to ensure collection of current and outstanding debtors. This will require vigorous
and creative solutions focused on the entire revenue collection value chain.
The following actions are therefore recommended for the various components of the revenue value
chain: 
Installation of infrastructure to enable accurate electricity meter reading and
disconnection/connection to separate and identifiable consumers;
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Protection of meters from vandalism and illegal connections;
A systematic data cleansing process must be initiated to ensure correct details of account holders
or property owners and the classification or reclassification of standards of services being
rendered, and where appropriate correcting the tariff that each property is charged;
Implement smart meters or ensure accurate meter reading by meter readers, who are easily
identifiable by consumers and property owners, must be put in place;
Consistent billing cycle, accurate and timely bills must be assured;
Efficient and effective credit control management policies and procedures applied with clearer
delegations of authority and monthly reporting to Council on actions taken;
Disconnections and reconnections need to be properly scheduled to optimise speedy payments
and behavioural changes. This function should also be reviewed to ensure that Council has
overall control of its processes and infrastructure;
Accessibility of payment facilities must be reviewed;
Improvement of customer service to ensure quality management, communication and
implementation of Batho Pele principles must be given priority. The establishment of an effective
and efficient customer care unit could address customer relationship issues, provided it is
managed well;
Stricter risk management and internal controls processes must be introduced with emphasis on
adequate supervision of daily cash receipting, banking processes and cash management
reporting;
Development, promulgation and implementation of by-laws;
Establishment of a permanent Revenue Protection Section, to detect illegal connections and
institute surveillance equipment to arrest those who connect themselves illegally;
Legal processes for the collection of over-due consumer accounts must be put in place;
Daily and Monthly Reporting of progress must be done by Management;
Communication between Departments to resolve customer queries and reduce the turnaround
time of queries must be improved.
Conduct an audit of all Council owned immovable properties
Review all lease agreements on Council owned immovable properties
Monthly reconciliation of revenue received against existing lease agreements
Development of a land release and acquisition strategy
Verification of municipal property sales transactions at the Register of Deeds

The implications are that investment in electricity metering will be critical to the success of this process.
This must also be linked with a project to reduce the Electricity loss factor, which currently stands at
approximately 31%.
This financial recovery plan should also ensure that there is a revenue enhancement strategy which is
kept up to date and vigorously implemented.
The strategy should ensure that:

All residents are paying what they should for rates and services taking into consideration the
indigent policy;

All residents are being charged the correct tariff for their rates and services;

All residents or households receiving services from the municipality are included in the
municipality’s billing system; and
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The Municipality has developed a Revenue Enhancement Strategy, but it appears not to be fully
implemented as evident by failure to attain the targeted collection rate monthly.
The following should be considered in implementing the strategy: 4.3.6.2 Short Term (to be completed within six months)

Resourcing revenue section through the appointment of Manager and establish a dedicated
credit control and task team including revenue collection, customer care and control room and
the better use of information technology;

Undertake debtor’s data cleansing to ensure that debtors are billed the correct amount for
services received;

Ensure that IT systems function correctly;

Ensure that debtors’ statements are produced and distributed. Introduce the strategy to send
debtors invoices by MMS;

Collection of outstanding debtors due by Councillors and Municipal Officials;

Prioritise collection of outstanding debtors’ balances into the top 100 customers, businesses etc.

Revenue maximisations through the identification of areas where the municipality is not billing or
is billing incorrectly;

Service costing and tariff review as part of restructuring the budget including bulk contribution
levies and basic/ fixed utilisation charges;

Indigent management by updating the Indigent Management Policy to be more vigorous and the
Indigent Register;

The management, improvement and accuracy of the meter reading and billing specifically
focussing on the accuracy of meter readings;

Replacement of faulty meters;

Review service agreements with customers with the view to enforce more vigorous deposit
policies and better and updated information on new agreements;

To address illegal connections, stricter action is required;

Increasing current collection rates by the introduction of pro-active collection strategies;

Establish a customer care and control room to centrally control revenue enhancement;

Develop a cash flow budget to manage all receipts and payments;

Fully implement incentive scheme to encourage consumers to pay;

Assess the current state of the fleet and replace/ maintain and manage the fleet;

Collect debt owed by Government and Provincial Departments;

Enhancement of revenue and concerted focus on revenue collection;

The review of polices and develop by-laws and enforcement thereof;

Ensure all new properties and buildings are correctly valued in the valuation roll;

Commission a VAT Contingency review;

Make realistic fixed commitments to pay the outstanding creditors;

Review all contracts with the municipality with the purpose of trying to reduce expenditure and/or
increase income;

Develop, implement and monitor expenditure and cash management plan;

Explore new or expand the revenue streams; and

Finalise all contingent liability cases.
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4.3.6.3 Medium Term to Long Term (to be completed within seven to twelve months)


Installing meters where gaps and faults have been identified as well as investigating the need to
target bulk service contributions;

Action plan to reduce the current electricity losses must be developed and implemented;

Investigate the possibility of introducing a smart meter system;

Improve the revenue enhancement communication strategy by focussing on cost effective
communication;

Eliminating internal inefficiencies by looking at the way in which services are rendered;

Improving the image of the municipality with all stakeholders including customers and suppliers;

Perform an intensive audit of unmetered households, privately developed townships and
businesses;

Data cleansing strategy – i.e. updates of stand records for ownership, postal addresses, correct
tariffs for correct category and zoning, do house to house survey using local people and also
incorporate indigent registration and comparing to the Valuation Roll and other databases;

Introduce a strategy to collect outstanding traffic fines;
Undertake a management model in respect of the public amenities to identify the best option in the
management of the game reserves and other public places e.g. Bonkolo dam.
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Improved Financial
Sustainability










Implementation
of
Revenue
Enhancement
Initiatives including
Strategy
Improving
the
operations of the
Budget and Treasury
Office












Implementation of: Revenue Management (including data cleansing, tariff modelling, SOP‟s, Policies / By-laws,
Credit Control, Debt Collection & Indigent Management)
Expenditure Management (including SCM, value for money, cost containment, efficiency and effectiveness).
Cash Management (ensuring that procurement is based on realistic cash flows)
In year Reporting & Monitoring and using actual year to date Financial Reports and prior year Audited AFS to
have a baseline for budgeting
Improved and realistic, credible and sustainable IDP and Budget which incorporates
Expenditure/Revenue/Cash Financial Status reports
Implementation of Revenue Enhancement Initiatives/Strategy
Centralisation of SCM, Training of SCM and user Department officials, Implementation of demand & Contract
Management
Development of policy framework on unsolicited bids
Update and implement revenue enhancement initiatives and strategy
Targeted approach to debtor’s management
Full customer cleansing of the customer data
Enforcement of credit control and debt collection policy
Compilation of standard operating procedures
Tariff management and determination of cost reflective tariffs
Implementation of new valuation roll
Review the current structure of the BTO to ensure operational efficiencies
The assignment of responsibilities within the BTO must be delegated to appropriate personnel
Review of the current delegation framework for completeness, include the sub-delegations under the MFMA and
ensure the delegations are cascaded with the administration
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Financial Management
Capability
Maturity
Model
(FMCMM)
assessment outcome




Development of action plan using FMCMM template to address outcomes of assessment
Implementation of the action plan

Financial Controls



Review, update and develop standard operating procedures and implementation of financial controls

Audit Outcomes



Review, update and implementation of audit action plan to address recurring and outstanding audit findings

Internal Audit



Identify a suitable arrangement for the internal audit function by combining Internal Audit, Risk Management and
MPAC support unit.

Supply
Chain
Management




Capacitation of SCM officials
Develop a strategy to cab deviations, regulation 32, and irregular , unauthorised, fruitless and wasteful
expenditure
Filling of vacancies in demand and contract management
Review the sub-delegation of supply chain management powers and functions by the Municipal Manager
Development of an annual procurement plan
Annual review of supply chain management policy





4.3.7

Strategy Seven: Infrastructure and Service Delivery

The municipality is experiencing service delivery challenges due to inadequate asset management and resultant poor maintenanc e of
infrastructure, shortage of skilled personnel and fleet, increasing backlog of services and illegal connections, amongst others. The situation is
further exacerbated by the fact that most of the Municipality’s services are being delivered at a net deficit making the Municipality’s financially
unsustainable.
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In the earlier section of this financial recovery plan, the challenges were identified. In this section potential solutions for dealing with these
challenges are provided and the details are included into the detailed implementation plans.
Focus Area

Key Activities

Fleet Management






Carryout conditional and functional assessment of fleet
Carryout out a fleet needs assessment
Develop and implement fleet replacement plan
Move the unit to BTO except for yellow plant

Asset Management



Development/ updating of a long-term asset management plan that will look into long term investments and
sustainability of the municipality
Audit of current infrastructure to determine state and long-term strategy aligned to the IDP
Audit of all Council owned immovable properties



Electricity Supply
improvements: Ensuring
efficient, stable and sustainable
electricity supply to Municipality
through











Appoint a professional service provider to conduct an audit of the four major substations and provide
protection where applicable.
Updating and implementing the Emergency Projects Business Plan in order to stabilise electricity supply.
Install parallel systems (transformers) on substations to improve electricity supply reliability
Installation/ replacement/ repairs of transformers on substations
Reducing electricity distribution losses
Adequate planning and budgeting for repair and maintenance programmes.
Refurbishment and upgrading of ageing infrastructure;
Developing Standard Operating procedures
Ensure energy/ electricity security through promoting use of alternative energy sources
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Under spending of
Budget/ Grant funding

Capital





Enhance reliability and sustainability of electrical supply.
Reduction of electricity distribution losses.
Ensuring adequate long-term electrical infrastructure planning



Development and implementation of a 3-year Capital funded Projects Implementation Plans:
Adherence/Monitoring.
Multiyear project planning
Compliance with conditional Grant funding regulations.
Ensuring functional engineering planning and project implementation units within the service delivery
cluster.
Use of technical support from MISA, DBSA, GTAC etc as an interim measure.
Ring fencing of conditional grants/ Cost reimbursement model has been introduced by NT & COGTA






Roads and
Stormwater:
Improving mobility and
accessibility in the
Municipality through.











Development/ updating, and implementation of repairs and maintenance plan for roads and stormwater.
Implementation of Integrated asset management plans for Roads and Stormwater infrastructure.
Synchronisation of traffic lights
Construction of new access roads
Implement pay parking
Implementation of Integrated Transportation Plan
Adequate budgeting for repair and maintenance of roads infrastructure
Implement timeously recommendations of roads Pavement Management System and Roads and Stormwater
Management Plan
Developing and implementation of Roads Asset Management Plan, Stormwater Master Plan and updating of
Pavement Management System.
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Planning and
Development:



Formalisation of informal
settlements.







Review, approval and implementation of LED strategy and Spatial development framework for formalisation of
informal settlements
Secure funding for formalisation of informal settlements
Review Spatial planning and land use management policy
Update the cadastral plan
Review the spatial development framework
Develop process plan for development applications and approval of building plans

Enhancement
of
waste management:







Construct and rehabilitate weighbridge
Develop cost reflective tariffs for waste disposal
Conduct feasibility study and on expansion of existing landfill sites
Licensing of waste management sites and compliance with National Environmental Management Act,
Develop and implement standard operating procedures (SoPs) for waste management

Formalisation of informal
settlements.
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5.

SECTION FIVE: RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION

5.1 Risks Associated with the Plan
This financial recovery plan has identified certain risks that must be monitored and mitigated
for successful implementation.
The financial recovery plan proposes changes, particularly with regard to financial
administration, budgeting, financial discipline, and governance. There will be a need for a
regular review of the risks identified to ensure that as additional risks arise, timely mitigation
strategies can be adopted and instituted.

The risks identified in the Plan are summarised below: 

Non-implementation of Plans: In order to mitigate this risk, specific timeframes and
responsibilities have been defined for each of the strategies developed in the financial
recovery plan. In addition, all Senior Managers’, irrespective of whether acting or not,
performance agreements must include all the elements of the financial recovery plan
with clear deliverables/outcomes and deadlines. The monitoring and evaluation process
have also been developed and is set out in Section Six of this Plan.



Filling of Critical Vacancies: To ensure accountability and successful implementation
of the financial recovery plan it is imperative that critical vacancies be filled as a matter
of urgency. This is especially applicable to the positions of the Manager Revenue.



Change Management: The enforcement of discipline across the municipality will be
extremely important and this should also drive the change management processes. The
Municipal Manager and Heads of Department with the assistance of the Human
Resources Unit must communicate the content of this financial recovery plan to all
Employees and Labour Unions to ensure full understanding for effective and coordinated implementation and the potential consequences of its non-implementation.



Labour Relations: This financial recovery plan has an impact on labour and therefore
discussions will need to be held with Organised Labour to address any labour relations
matters arising from the implementation of this financial recovery plan. Communication
with these stakeholders is essential and the need for open discussions on the serious
financial challenges and long-term sustainability of the municipality will be required.



Poor Accounting and Record Keeping: A key risk is that the outcomes of this financial
recovery plan may not be measured accurately because of poor accounting processes
and the delay in the timeous updating of accounting records. Processes to update the
accounting records regularly and to ensure that they remain up-to-date are required in
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order to mitigate this risk and the effective utilisation of the financial system to provide
information required for meaningful reporting.

Furthermore, internal reporting to management on finances is critical to ensure that
this financial recovery plan can be accurately managed. The role of the Municipal
Manager in leading this process is therefore critical.


The operational aspects of the Internal Audit Unit and the Audit Committee in the
municipality must also be addressed urgently to ensure that independent and
objective advice on financial management and performance is provided.



Community and Stakeholders: There is a risk that there may be community and
ratepayer resistance to certain aspects of the financial recovery plan, such as budget
cuts and the need to increase tariffs or for vigorous revenue collection actions. This risk
can be managed by effective, improved and consistent communication by Councillors
and officials of the municipality and the community. The municipality must communicate
effectively with the community on all aspects of the financial recovery plan and provide
regular feedback on progress, including the submission of this financial recovery plan to
the Provincial Legislature. Councillor support for the financial recovery plan is also
required to ensure that there is a collective mind set to support and communicate all
aspects of the financial recovery plan when Councillors engage with community
members.



Emerging Risks: The following emerging risks have been identified and should form
part of the daily oversight of the Municipality: 
















Industrial actions owing to resistance to the changes due to any organisational
restructuring;
Loss of grant funding due to non-compliance with requirements;
Continued non-collection of revenue and increase in the debtors’ book;
Continued theft of electricity and water, and increased losses;
Possible disconnection of bulk electricity and water by Eskom due to non-payment
of the bulk accounts;
Old infrastructure and maintenance challenges;
Non-commitment to stringent expenditure controls, excessive overtime and nonimplementation of revenue enhancement strategy;
Lack of proper structure and addressing of temporary workers and delay in filling
of key vacancies;
Inadequate systems of delegation that impact on governance, administration and
operational efficiency;
Inadequate implementation of internal controls; and
Community service delivery protests.

These risks will require effective and focused management as their combined impact is likely
to have far reaching consequences and impact on the financial and service delivery
sustainability of the municipality.
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Given this, a proper risk management matrix must be developed, managed and reported to
Council on a regular basis.
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6.

SECTION SIX: IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF THE FINANCIAL
RECOVERY PLAN
It is emphasised that the responsibility to implement the Plan vests with Enoch Mgijima and
that the Plan places significant implementation responsibility on the Municipal Manager, Chief
Financial Officer and other Senior Managers. Regular monitoring of the plan by Council, the
Executive Mayor and the Municipal Manager and Senior Managers is critical to ensure
successful implementation.
However, it must be emphasised that the strategies set out in this Plan relate to activities that
must be institutionalised and performed by various municipal officials, as part of their routine
duties, and who have been appointed to such positions and given specific roles,
responsibilities and delegations.
The key focus areas and activities outlined in the Plan must also be cascaded to all relevant
municipal officials irrespective of whether acting or not and included in their respective
performance agreements and scorecards. It is also important that a “portfolio of evidence” is
retained throughout the implementation of the Plan.
Oversight within the Municipality by both Councillors and Management needs to be
strengthened to ensure proper governance and that the service delivery and budget
implementation plans are implemented, early warning systems are introduced, and corrective
measures are taken timeously, where applicable.
Various elements of this Plan must be also institutionalised and fully implemented in a coherent
and holistic manner. These components are integrated, and care should be taken during
implementation of the Plan not to isolate some aspects from others even though certain
aspects may only be implemented in the medium to long term.
The Municipality should continue with the implementation of this Plan until such time that all
aspects of the Plan have been fully implemented and institutionalised.
In addition, all Senior Managers’ must sign for their respective contributions to the Plan and
their performance agreements must be amended to include elements of this Plan with clear
deliverables and deadlines.
The monitoring of the implementation of this Plan and reporting on progress will be undertaken
by the Municipal Manager and reports on the implementation of the Plan must be submitted
on a fortnightly basis, at least in the immediate to short-term. The details should form part of
discussions at every management meeting and the Municipal Manager must take corrective
action when activities in the Plan are falling behind implementation timelines or when there is
a risk of non-achievement of the desired targets.
Progress reports on the implementation of the Plan must be submitted by the Municipal
Manager to Council on a monthly basis. The Executive Mayor must ensure that progress
report on the implementation of this Plan is submitted as required in terms of Section 146(1)(c)
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of the MFMA to the MEC Finance, including to the Provincial Executive, National and Provincial
Treasury, DCoG and Eastern Cape, CoGTA on a monthly basis. Progress reports to be
reviewed, guidance on the implementation provided to the municipality. Regular meeting will
be hosted by Provincial Treasury to address implementation.
The Executive Mayor and Council must also implement corrective measures and exercise
greater oversight to ensure full implementation. These reports should also form part of the
quarterly report submitted by the Mayor to Council in terms of section 52 of the MFMA on the
implementation of the budget and the financial state of affairs of the Municipality.
Finally, and in respect of financial resources, the key will be the restructuring of the budget,
optimising available revenue resources, vigorous implementation of the revenue enhancement
strategy and cost containment/ austerity measures. In addition, support and resources should
be augmented by the Provincial Executive, as indicated in this Plan.
Should the Enoch Mgijima Municipality delay or fail to implement the Plan, the Provincial
Executive must consider alternative intervention measures, including those as provided for in
Section 146 of the MFMA.
7

RESOURCING OF THE PLAN

Technical support shall be provided by various stakeholders at Provincial and National levels
(e.g, Provincial Treasury, National and Provincial Cogta, MISA,etc). In respect of financial
resources, the key will be in restructuring the budget of EMLM, optimising the revenue
resources available to the municipality, implementing revenue enhancement initiatives and
reviewing and concluding adequate and monitoring adherence to service level agreements
with service providers, vigorously implementing cost containment/austerity measures together
with rigorous expenditure and cash-flow management.
It should also be noted that resources in the form of conditional and unconditional grants
allocated to the Municipality amounts to R254 million (2018/19), R251 million (2019/20) and
R279 million (2020/21), totalling R784 million over the medium term, as published in the
schedules to Division of Revenue Act (DoRA).
The Eastern Cape Provincial Treasury shall lead a process on further resourcing of the Plan,
including prioritisation of projects and their funding options.
.
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8. SECTION SEVEN: DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
8.1
Focus
Area

Strategy One: Governance
Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsible
(Title)
I

Strengthen
governance

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impact

Increase
Revenue

Reduce
Expenditure

√

√
√

Enforcement of Code of Conduct for
Councilors

Speaker

√

14 Feb
2019

April 2019,
Ongoing

Improved
compliance
on legislation

√

Develop and implement communication
and stakeholder management strategy

Municipal Manager

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb
2019

Council approved
report.

√

Adherence to the annual calendar of
Council and Committee meetings

Manager: Office of
the Speaker

√

01 Feb
2019

monthly

Review corporate decision-making
report flow system

Municipal Manager
Director: Corporate
Services

√

01 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019

Re-establishment of committees of
Council

Municipal Manager
Manager: Office of
the Speaker

√

01 Feb
2019

30 Apr
2019
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Enhanced
participatory
governance
Council
approved
report.
Increased
oversight by
Council approved
report

Increased
oversight by
Council.

√

√

√

√

√

√
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Top Management meetings be held
monthly to ensure submission of
accurate, factual and qualitative
reports timeously

Municipal Manager

√

Monthly

Monthly

Informed decision
making

√

√

Training Councilors and relevant
committees on governance, financial
management, service delivery, policy
related matters and oversight

Office of the
Municipal Manager
Speaker and
Director: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Jul 2019

Improved
Oversight

√

√

√

14 Feb
2019

Monthly

Increase revenue
collection

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019

Council approved
report

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar 2019 Reduced
unauthorised,
fruitless, wasteful
and irregular
expenditure
31 Mar 2019 Reduced
unauthorised,
fruitless, wasteful
and irregular
expenditure
31 Mar 2019 Reduced
unauthorised,
fruitless, wasteful
and irregular
expenditure
31 Mar
FRP Implemented
2019, on
going

√

√

Advocacy for payment of services

System of
delegations
Addressing
unauthorised,
fruitless,
wasteful and
irregular
expenditure

Speaker,
Executive Mayor,
MMC Finance
Review corporate system of delegations Municipal Manager

Develop a policy and processes to prevent
and address unauthorised, irregular,
fruitless and wasteful expenditure

√

√
Municipal Manager,
Administrator & Mayor

Council respond and conclude on
addressing unauthorised, fruitless, wasteful
and irregular expenditure

Council

√

Investigation unauthorised, fruitless,
wasteful and irregular expenditure

Council

√

The Financial Recovery Plan and progress
status on implementation must be a
standard item on the Mayoral Committee
Financial
and Council Meetings Agendas and
Recovery Plan Management meetings
Monitoring of progress

Risk
Enforce the turnaround time on the
Management implementation of mitigation measures by
the Risk Management, Anti- fraud, Anticorruption Committee

14 Feb 2019

14 Feb
2019

√
Mayor, Council and
Oversight Committees, ,
MM, section 56/57

14 Feb
2019

√
Mayor, Council and
Oversight Committees,
Administrator, MM,
section
56/57
√
Municipal
Manager
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√

√

√

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019, on
going

FRP Implemented

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019,
Ongoing

Improved
outcome

√

√

Audit
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Establish an anti-corruption hotline

Municipal Manager

Ensure that risk management forms part MM, Risk Manager
of decision making in all levels of the
municipality
Municipal manager
Develop an updated Risk Register
Ward
Development of operational plans of all
Committees the wards.
Internal Audit

Audit
Committee

Speaker

√

√

√

√

Review the audit plan to ensure that it is Municipal Manager
risk based and it will assist with to
resolve audit findings

√

Implementation of the audit action and
ensure consequence management for
non-implementation

Municipal Manager

√

Review the composition of the audit
committee to ensure it has adequate
skills and competencies

Municipal Manager

√

Provide capacity training to committee Municipal Manager
members and council about circular 65

√

Develop and implement schedule of
meetings

Municipal Manager

√

Enforce the turnaround time on the
implementation of Audit Committee
resolutions and implement
consequence management for
non-implementation

Municipal Manager

√
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14/02/2019 30/01/
2019

Eliminate corruption
related risks

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019,
ongoing

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019

Effectiveness of
Risk
Management Unit
For effectiveness of
MPAC

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019

Effective
operational plans

√

√

01 Mar
2019

30 May
2019,
Annually

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√

01 Mar
2019

31 Mar
2019,
Ongoing

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb
2019

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb
2019,
Ongoing

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb
2019

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 /Mar
2019
Quarterly,

Improved
outcome

Audit

√

√
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Disciplinary
Board

Develop the terms of reference municipal Municipal Manager
regulations on financial misconduct
procedures and criminal proceedings

√

Review the composition the Board

Municipal Manager

√

Approval of the TOR and composition
the board

Council

√

Develop and implement schedule of
meetings

Chairperson

√

Investigate financial miscount cases and Board
report to council

√

Organizational
Performance
reporting

Develop reporting framework aligned to Municipal Manager
MFMA circular no. 63 municipal finance
management act no. 56 of 2003

√

Service
Delivery Model

Develop a Service Delivery Model with Municipal Manager
option mode of delivery of services such
as licensing, parks and libraries

√

Identify unfunded mandates within the Municipal Manager
municipality recommend by the service
delivery model and consult with the
district or relevant provincial
governments departments for adequate
funding of the functions

√

14 Feb
2019
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28 Feb 2019 Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Mar
2019

Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Mar
2019

Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Mar
2019

Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

01 Mar
2019

31 Apr
2019,
Ongoing

Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

14 Feb
/2019

28 Feb
2019

Improved governance and
discipline

√

√

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar
2019

Improved service delivery

√

√

01 Apr
2019

31 Dec
2019

Improved service delivery

√

√
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√
Executive Director:
Corporate Services, CFO
Record
Management

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb 2019 Improved
updated policy

and

√

√

01 Feb
2019

01 March
2019, On
going

Improved
record
keeping,
audit
outcome
and
customer services

√

√

Review and update the record management
policy

Develop and implement adequate file plan

√
Executive Director:
Corporate Services, CFO

√ √

√
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8.2

Focus Area

Strategy Two: Organisational Restructuring

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsible (Title)
I

Review of
the
Organizati
onal

Organizational Structure to be in line
with the current municipal budget &
service delivery model

Director: Corporate
Services

Structure

Review job descriptions

Director: Corporate
Services

Conduct Job Evaluation

Director: Corporate
Services

S

M

√

Start
Date

√

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure

14 Feb
2019

√

End Date

31 May
2019

Draft affordable
Organizational Structure

√

√

√

√

14 Feb 2019 31 Mar 2019 Revised Job Descriptions
inline with the reviewed
Organizational Structure

√

√

14 Feb 2019 30 May
2019

√

√

√

√

Job graded salaries
Resolved salary disparities

Phase in Skills audit and competency
assessment for future migration

Director: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb 2019 30 Apr 2019

56/57 managers (minimum competency)
31 Mar 2019
BTO

30 Jun 2019 31 Aug 2019

Technical services

FY20/21

Other

FY20/21

99

/20

Skill audit completed and
presented to council
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsible (Title)
I

Filling of
Critical
Positions

Consultation with all stakeholders on the
reviewed Organizational Structure for
approval

Director: Corporate
Services

Develop migration and placement policy

Director: Corporate
Services

Placement of employees on an approved
organisational structure

Director: Corporate
Services

Finalize the recruitment process for
filling of vacant Section 56 position
in line with legislation

Municipal Manager

Develop a model for reprioritizing
other critical positions

All Senior Managers

Recruitment process to unfold in line
with

All Senior Managers

S

M

√

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

√

01 Apr
2019

31 Jul
2019

Approved Organization
Structure

√

√

14 Feb
2019

30 Apr
2019

Approved policy with
principle for placements

√

√

01 May 2019 31 Jul 2019 Placed employees on the
organisational structure

√

√

√

14 Feb
2019

30 Apr
2019

Appointment
of the
All placement disputes
resolved 56 –
Section

√

√

√

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb
2019

all SectionModel
56 positions
Approved
filled

√

√

14 Feb
2019

30 Apr
2019, On
going

Vacant budgeted positions
filled with suitably qualified
competent and experienced
staff

√

√

√

legislations.
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsible (Title)
I

X

Measurable
Outcome

L

Suitably qualified and
competent management

All Senior Managers

14 Feb
2019

30 Apr
2019, On
going

Decreasing employee costs

Administrator, MM,
√
Director Corporate
Services, Divisional
Head HR, CFO,
Section 56/57 Manager

01 Dec
2018

28 Feb 2019

Administrator, MM,
√
Manager Corporate
Services, Divisional
Head HR, CFO,
Section 56/57 Manager

01 Dec
2018

28 Feb 2019

Implement a moratorium on filling of
nonessential positions

X

√

√
Verified and accurate post
establishment
Complete
workforce audit,
which can reconciled back to
the organogram and salary
payments

Confirmed number of actual
Complete workforce audit,
employees
which can reconciled back to
the organogram and salary
payments
Reduce salary bill
Confirmed number of actual

√

√

X

X

√

Verified and accurate post
establishment

Reduce salary bill

101

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure

01 Jun
2019

Municipal Manager
Director: Corporate
services

Check employees back to organogram

M

End Date

01 Mar
2019

Verify academic qualifications of
Directors, General Managers and
Managers

Validating the Undertake audit of employees to ascertain
whether there are “ghost “employees
number of
employees

S

Start
Date
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsible (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Verify employee to payment schedules and
bank accounts

Conduct regular head counts

Audit all employment contracts and
terminate according to the terms of contract
and legislation

Administrator, MM,
√
Manager Corporate
Services, Divisional
Head HR, CFO,
Section 56/57 Manager

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb 2019

Administrator, MM,
√
Manager Corporate
Services, Divisional
Head HR, CFO,
Section 56/57 Manager

14 Feb
2019

28 Feb 2019,
on going

Administrator, MM,
√
Director Corporate
Services, Divisional
Head HR, CFO,
Section 56/57 Manager

14 Feb
2019

31 Mar 2019

√
Verified and accurate post
establishment

√
Verified and accurate post
establishment
Complete
workforce audit,
which can reconciled back to
the organogram and salary
payments
√
Reduce salary bill
Verified
and
accurate
post
Confirmed number of actual
Complete
establishment
workforce audit,
employees
which can reconciled back to
the organogram and salary
payments
Reduce salary bill
Confirmed number of actual
Complete workforce audit,
employees
which can reconciled back to
the organogram and salary
payments

102
Reduce salary bill
Confirmed number of actual
employees

√
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8.3
Focus Area

Strategy Three: Human Resources
Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Sensitizing all
municipal
employees on the
current
development and
the financial recovery
p l an

Employee Related
Costs

Consultation with Organized Labour

Municipal Manager
Executive Director:
Corporate Services

√

14 Feb 2019

31 Mar
2018

Inform all employees on the current
developments

Municipal Manager

√

14 Feb 2019

31 Mar
2018

Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of a shift
system

Corporate Services

Enforcement of the Overtime, Stand- by,
Travelling, Essential user-scheme, Acting
and Subsistence as well as Leave Policies in
line with Basic Conditions of Employment
Act

Corporate Services √

√

14 Feb 2019 28 Feb 2019

14 Feb 2019 Monthly

103

Uniform
understanding and
buy- in into the
recovery p ro cess
unfolding.
Uniform
understanding and
buy- in into the
recovery process
unfolding.
Reduce Overtime and √
employee costs
Reduced employee √
cost

Reduce
Expenditure
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Assess payments of the following employee
costs:
Stand-by allowance
Overtime
Car allowance
Acting allowance
Travel
allowance,
Terminate
payments
of the and
following employee
costs when found to not be aligned to prescripts,
Any other
norms
& benefits
stands of local government and
collective agreements:
-

Exec. Dir.: Corporate √
Services, CFO

MM, Exec. Dir.:
Corporate Services,
CFO

√

Stand-by allowance
Overtime
Car allowance
Travel allowance, and
Any other benefits

104

Reduce
Expenditure
√

14 Feb 2019 28 Feb 2019

Reduced employee cost

√

14 Feb 2019 312019

Reduced employee cost

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Issue a circular to inform employee of the
termination of irregular payments of employee
costs

MM

√

14 Feb 2019 14 Apr 2019

Reduced employee cost

√

Investigate salary increments of Top
Management and staff

Executive Mayor

√

14 Feb 2019 14 Apr 2019 Reduced employee costs

√

Corporate Governance

Implement corrective measures and
consequence management based on the
recommendation of the investigation on the
salary increments and illegal benfits of Top
Management and staff

Executive Mayor

√ √

14 Feb 2019 31 Mar 2019 Reduced employee costs
Corporate Governance

105

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Inadequate &
Outdated policies

Undertake an audit on the status of all

Corporate Services √
and all

14 Feb 2019 30 Mar 2019

Corporate Services √

03 Dec

31 Mar

2018

2019

Status Quo Analysis √

Reduce
Expenditure
√
√

Council policies

Review identified policies

Consultation for Approval

Corporate Services √

14 Feb /2019 31 Mar
2019

106

Reviewed Policies

√

√

Approved Policies

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Human Resource
Strategy

Review and finalize the HR Strategy

Director: Corporate

Staff Discipline

Workshop all Managers & Supervisors on
the Code of Conduct, disciplinary
processes and procedures as well as
Ethical Behaviour

Director: Corporate

Develop an HR Procedure Manual

Director: Corporate

Reduce
Expenditure
√

√

14 Feb 2019

31 Mar
2019

Reviewed HR Strategy √

√

√

14 FEB 2019

31 Mar
2019

Common
√
understanding of the
Code of Conduct, the
Disciplinary Processes
and Ethical Behaviour.

√

√

14 Feb 2019

31 Mar
2019

Approved Procedure √
Manual

√

Services

Services

Services

107
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Consequence
Management

√

Ongoing

Improved Efficiencies √

√

31 Mar
2019

Improved
Organizational
Culture

√

√

MM

√

14 FEB2019

31 Mar
2019

Develop and implement Consequence

IPED

√

03 Dec 2018

Management

All Managers

√

14 Feb 2019

Change Management Undertake a diagnostic process to
determine the level of staff morale and
satisfaction

Director: Corporate
Services

108

√

√

An instruction on compliance to the
Municipal Code of Conduct and other
critical policies to be issued by the MM

30/03/2019

Reduce
Expenditure
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Performance
Management
Performance
Management

Develop a Change Management

Director: Corporate

Model

Services

Implement a Change Management

Director: Corporate

Model

Services

Issue a circular and implement ceasing of
performance bonus payments

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

Reduce
Expenditure
√

√

01 Apr 2019

30 May
2019

Improved
Organizational
Culture

√

√

√

01 Jun 2019

31 Jul 2019, Improved
On going
Organizational
Culture

√

√

14 Feb 2019

28 Feb
/2019

Reduce employee costs √

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Develop PMS policy

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

Consultation with stakeholders for approval

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

Workshop on PMS policy

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

√

110

√

28 Feb 2019 Reduce employee costs √

√

01 Mar 2019 31 Apr 2019 Reduce employee costs √

√

28 Feb 2019 Uniform understanding √
of the PMS policy and
procedures

√

14 Feb 2019

√

Reduce
Expenditure

14 Feb 2019
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Review and align individual performance Director: Corporate
contracts and scorecards of MM and
Services
senior managers with service delivery and
budget implementation plan

Implementation of the PMS in a phased-in
approach on levels (1-3)

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

Implementation of the PMS in a phased-in
approach on levels (4-6)

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

√

111

√

√

√

01 Jan 2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved Performance √
and ongoing

√

31 May 2020

ongoing

Improved Performance √

√

14 Feb 2019

√

Reduce
Expenditure

28 Feb
2019

Enhanced service delivery
Signed annual performance
agreements and scorecards
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Implementation of the PMS in a phased-in
approach on levels (7-11)

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

31 May 2021

ongoing

Improved Performance √

√

Implementation of the PMS in a phased-in
approach on levels (12-15)

Administrator, MM,
Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

31 May 2022

ongoing

Improved Performance √

√

Consequence Management for poor
performance and non-compliance to the
performance policies in line with signed
performance agreements

Municipal Manager

14 Feb 2019

31 April
2019, On
going

Improved Performance √

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Skills Development

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Development of a WSP

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb2019

30 April
2019

Skilled Labour-force

√

√

Assess the status on compliance with
Municipal Regulations on Minimum
Competency Levels Regulations undertaken
and outcome presented to Council

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation

√

√

Council should follow the appropriate processes Exec. Dir.: Corporate
to enforce the implementation of the Minimum Services
Competency Regulations

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Leave and Absenteeism

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Enforcement of the implementation of the
Minimum Competency Regulations

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation

√

√

Review leave policy and include absenteeism,
develop procedural manual

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

Place attendance registers at appropriate places MM,Exec. Dir.:
and strictly monitor their use
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

114
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Audit, investigate, verify, update and capture
accurate leave records

Reduce
Expenditure
√

MM,Exec. Dir.:
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

Implement disciplinary action for abuse of leave MM,Exec. Dir.:
and absenteeism.
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

Apply unpaid leave days when leave has not
been authorised in accordance with the policy

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

MM,Exec. Dir.:
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

115
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Ensure that all leave applied for is recorded in a MM,Exec. Dir.:
leave register
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

Train HR staff on policy and procedures

MM,Exec. Dir.:
Corporate

√

14 Feb 2019

April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

Excessive leave not taken by due date to be
forfeited in terms of legislation

MM,Exec. Dir.:
Corporate Services and
all Section 56

√

14 Feb 2019 April 2019

Compliance with
Legislation and
collective agreement

√

√

116
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Implementation of ICT Strategy

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

01 Jul 2019

30 Jun
2021, on
going

Improve business
continuity

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
√

ICT

Procure operating system for the
computers.

Exec. Dir.: Corporate
Services

√

117

14 Feb 2019

30 Apr
2019,On
going

Stable IT infrastructure

√

Stable IT infrastructure

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

By-laws

Develop Bylaws for all the directorates of
the Municipality

General manager
legal services and
governance

√

Review and rationalise identified by-laws

Director:
Corporate
Services

√

Director:
Corporate
Services

√

Consultation for by-laws

118

03 Dec

31 Mar

2018

2019

03 Dec

31 Mar

2018

2019

03 Dec

31 Mar

2018

2019

Reduce
Expenditure
√

√

√

Promulgated By-laws √

√

√

√

Status Quo Analysis

Participation of
Stakeholders
completed
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Litigation

Reduce
Expenditure
√

Develop a Litigation Strategy

General manager
legal services and
governancel

√

14 Dec 2018

30 Nov
2018

√
A reduction in the
number of cases and
related costs as well
as the reduction of
audit risks and
fruitless and wasteful
expenditure

√

Conduct a diagnostic assessment on root
causes of litigation and claims against the
municipality

General
Manager: Legal
Services and
Governance

√

01 Jan 2019

31 Mar
2019

Material reduction in
litigation and claims
against the
municipality.

√

Reduction of costs.
Reduce contingent
liability.

119

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

Impa
ct

L

Increase
Revenue
√

Maintain and update litigation and claims
register

Contract Management

√

√

01 Feb 2019

General
Manager: Legal
services and
Governance

31 Mar
2019,
monthly

Reduce contingent
liability and costs.

Reduce
Expenditure
√
√

Settlement of
litigations and claims
with no prospects of
success

Review all Municipal Contracts

CFO, General
manager legal
services and
Governance

√

14 Dec 2018

31 Mar
2019

Improved contracts
management and
reduction of
irregular
expenditure

√

√

maintain and n update contract register

CFO, General
manager legal
servicesand
Governance
Services
CFO, relevant

√

01 Feb 2019

Monthly

Eliminate irregular and
unauthorised expenditure.

√

√

√

√

Monthly performance monitoring
reports on service provider contracts

Value for money
√

section 56/57
managers and
end users

01 Feb 2019

Monthly

Improved contracts
management and
reduction of
irregular
expenditure.
Monthly performance
reports

120
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8.4
Focus area

Strategy Four: Restructuring of the budget
Key Activities

Person
Responsible
(Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Restructuring the
budget

Undertake a detailed line item budget
analysis and compare to actual figures for
2016/17 and 2017/18 financial years and
identify possible
inefficiencies
Developing
a Long-Term
Financial Plan (10
- 15 years) which will link to the long-term
vision of the municipality. The plan should
include the following:
Compile a 2018/19 adjustment budget in
line with reviewed targets for realistically
o Predicting
municipal
anticipated
revenuefuture
and expenditure
revenue,
trends and ensure revised budget to be
Austerity
and cost cutting
to be
o Estimating
futuremeasures
operational
credible and cash funded and takes
reflectedexpenditure,
in the 2018/19 adjustment
strategies
of the plan into
account
o Determining
future
capital
budget
demand
Approved
SDBIP
for 2018/19expenditure
to be
o Asset
replacement
reviewed
and investment
finalized to reflect 2018/19
New capital
adjustment budget.

MM, CFO, All
Directors

√

02 Jan
2019
√

01 Apr
2019

MM, CFO, , All
Directors

√ √

02 Jan
2019

MM,CFO, , All
Directors

√

02 Jan
2019

MM, CFO, , All
Directors

√

02 Jan
2019

CFO, All Directors

121

31 Mar 2019 Any inefficiency in
revenue and
expenditure
identified and
30 Jun 2019 Long
term Financial
addressed
in the
Plan
developed
2018/19
Adjustment
budget and 2019/20
MTREF budget
28 Feb 2019  Credible Adjustment

√

√
√

√

√

budget for 2018/19
based on past and
28 Feb 2019  Proper baseline for
projected trends
long term financial
An adjustment
planning.
31 Mar 2019  budget
reflects
Crediblethat
Adjusted
realistically
SDBIP
anticipated
revenue
and expenditure.

√

√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible
(Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Approval of the adjustment budget and
revised SDBIP for 2018/19 by Council

Alignment of the budget with Mscoa

Implementation and monitoring of the
approved adjustment budget for 2018/19.

MM, CFO, Council

CFO

√

√

√

MM, CFO, Manager
Budget

Compile and update staff register to
provide accurate employee related cost.

CFO,Director
Corporate Services

Compile a 2019/20 MTREF budget in line
with the 2018/19 adjustment budget.

CFO

√

√

02 Jan
2019

28 Feb 2019  Approved Adjustment

√

01 Feb
2019

28 Feb 2019  Compliance with

01 Feb
2019

30 Jun 2019  Implementation of

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019  Credible budget

√

01 Jan
2019

31 May
2019

√

budget

√

Mscoa requirements
√

adjustment budget

 Credible budget
baseline for future
budgeting and long

122

√

term financial
planning
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible
(Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Review revenue and debtors collection
rate to determine debt impairment.

CFO, Manager
Budget, Manager
Revenue

√

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019  Realistic debt

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019  Realistic depreciation

√
√

impairment provision

Budget for depreciation based on the asset CFO, Manager
register
Budget

√

Apply activity based costing to achieve cost CFO
reflective tariffs

√

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019  Cost reflective tariffs

√

Review all tariffs and charges to be cost
reflective.

CFO

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jn 2019  Cost reflective tariffs

√

Review all current budget related policies
to be cost reflective.

CFO

√ √

01 Jan
2019

31 Apr 2019  Compliance of

√

123

√

provision

credible budget
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible
(Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Review all electricity services provision
arrangements and discussions with the
Service Provider to ensure adequate
written agreements/contracts, addressing
funding matters and this should be
reviewed annually.

MM, CFO, All
Directors

Compile the revised IDP and a 5 year
financial plan

MM, CFO, All
Directors

Developed Draft MTREF Budget, reviewed
policies, IDP be consulted with the
community through the participation
process as a combined IDP and Budget
engagements for 2019/20

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019  Adequate contracts

√
√

for all water service
provision

MM,CFO

√ √

√

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019  IDP and financial plan

01 Jan
2019

31March
2019

√

developed
 Alignment
to and
MTREF budget
operating
model of
related policies

√

the
municipality
consultation
with the
community

Finalise and Council adopts 2019/20
MTREF Budget, budget policies, bylaws,IDP.

MM,CFO,Mayor

Implementation of MTREF Budget, budget
policies, bylaws and IDP.

MM,CFO

√

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019  MTREF budget and

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun 2020  Implementation of

policies adopted

2019/20 MTREF
budget

124

√

√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible
(Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Reduce
Revenue Expenditure
√

Implementation of recommendations
MM,CFO,Mayor,
made by the Provincial Treasury during the Council
MTREF budget assessment including the
Recovery Plan through the 2019/20 MTREF
Monitoring
implementation
of MTREF
budget as well
as the Adjustment
Budget.
MM,CFO
Budget, budget policies, bylaws, IDP

√

√ √

125

01 Feb
2019
√

01 Jan
2019

30 May
2019

 Budget Assessment

√
√

recommendation

implemented
30 Jun 2020  MTREF budget
monitored

√
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8.5
Focus area

Strategy Five: Improve Cash flow management
Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Manage financial
commitments and
Cash flow. Unspent
grants are also
adequately
safeguarded

Establish the current cash flow
position by reconciling the bank
account and taking consideration of
creditors
liabilities
and unspent
Compile aand
cash
flow projection
in
conditional
grants
support of the, 2019/20 budget
adjustment 2018/19 MTREF budget,
and
2019/20 MTREF
Implementation
of a budget
credibleshowing
cash
monthly
projections
flow
projection
f, 2018/19 budget
adjustment and 2019/20 MTREF
budget including through adjustment
budget
Management of the cash flow on a

MM,CFO,, All
Directors

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar
2019

 Current cash flow

MM,CFO,, All
Directors

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 May
2019

√ √

01 March 30 Jun
2019
2019

Credible
cash flow
Realistic and
projection
for flow
accurate cash
2018/19
budget,
projection
2018/19
 adjustment
Credible cash
flow
budget
and
2019/20
projections
MTREF budget
implemented

CFO

1 July
2019
MM,CFO,

√ √

daily basis with weekly reporting to
the MM and management meetings
Implementation of cost containment
measures

MM,CFO,

√ √

126

√

01 Jan
2019
01 Jn
2019

30 Jun 2019
Ongoing

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

position

30/06/202
30 Jun 2019
 Improved cash flow
0
Ongoing

Reduce
Expenditure

 Progress towards
achieving measures
a positive
 Austerity
cash
coverage
implemented
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Implement an interim finance
committee to meet weekly and
manage the cash flow of the
municipality and specifically:

MM, CFO,

long-term
and
- Review
Review
the cashdebt
position
where
economic
benefits
- restructure
Review and
approve
commitments
canand
be orders,
attained.
and payments to
Draftsuppliers
repayment plans for liabilities,
-engage
Set aside
cash to meet
criticalinto
with creditors
and enter
operating
expenditures
realistic
payment
arrangements with
- Set aside cash to cash back
creditors
and
manage
payments in
Continue to review committed
unspent conditional grants
accordance
revisedwhich
agreements.
contracts towith
determine
ones

CFO

have lapsed or those that can be
cancelled without the risk of legal
action against EMLM.
Continue to investigate contingent
liabilities and meetings be held with
claimants to resolve issues amicably
where necessary.

√ √

01 Jan
2019

31 June
2019

 Functioning interim

Reduce
Expenditure
√

√

√

√

√

committee
Ongoing

MM,CFO,

√ √

√

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

 Reduce Municipal
Debts
 Payments

√

arrangements

MM,CFO,General
Manager: Legal
services and
Governance

√

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 concluded between
 Only commitments
HGDM and all arrear
Ongoing
that are legally
creditors
enforceable are paid

√

MM,CFO, General
Manager Legal, re

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019

√

 Resolutions of
contingent liabilities
to the extent

127

possible addressed
in accordance with
claimant’s
agreements.
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

An effective grant management system
put in place and ensure that
conditional grants are only used for
their intended
purposeUpdate
the grant
registerring fencing of
conditional grant funding

MM, CFO, All
Directors

√

MM, CFO, All
Directors

Review all grant expenditure to ensure
expenses align with grant conditions
Investigate and correct any expenses
that do not align with the grant
conditions and finalize arrangements

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

√

01 Jan
2019

MM, CFO, All
Directors

√

01 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 grants are utilized
 Updated grant
for their intended
Ongoing
register
purpose.
31 Mar 2019
 Effective grant

MM, CFO, All
Directors

√

01 Jan
2019

√

√

safeguarded and

Ongoing
31 Mar 2019
Ongoing
\

128

 Unspent grants are

Reduce
Expenditure

√

√

management
 Grant conditions are
always met

√
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8.6
Focus area

Strategy Six: Improve Financial Sustainability, Administration and Control
Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Revenue
management

Conduct a general and regular update CFO,
of the current valuation roll

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increased number of
properties in the
Ongoing valuation roll

√

Reconciliation of the valuation roll to
the deeds register and financial
system

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increased billing and
Increased billing
revenue
and revenue
Ongoing

√

Reconciliation of the financial system CFO,
with the land use management
system.
Conduct land use management audit Director DDP
(illegal land use) .

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved billing and
revenue
Ongoing

√

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Correct application of
tariffs according to
land use

√

Develop and enforcement of the land
use management by- law

√ √

02 Jan
2019

√

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Correct application of
tariffs according to
Ongoing
property use
30 Jun 2019 Increased electricity
Reduction of illegal
meters
land use
Ongoing

Verification of properties not
metered

CFO,

Director DDP,
Director
Community
Services
CFO, Director
Technical,

129

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Revenue
management:
Electricity

Audit the zero and low sales pre-paid
meters and if tampered, disconnect,
charge reconnection fees and impose
fines
Block pre-paid electricity sales where
accounts are in arrears

Improve collection

CFO, Director
Technical,

√

CFO, Director
Technical,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved collection

√

√

Ongoing

Analysis and reconciliation of monthly CFO,
pre-paid and conventional sales

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Determination of
meters not read
Ongoing

√

Implement a register for reported
faulty meters

CFO,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Developed faulty
meters register
Ongoing

√

Installation of meters

CFO,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Metered consumers

√

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduction in faulty
meters
Ongoing

Initiate the Council approved amnesty CFO, Manager
Communications
on faulty meters to be reported by
individuals

√

130

Ongoing
√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Re-introduce and communicate the
incentive scheme

√

CFO, Manager
Communications

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 -Innreased revenue
Ongoing

-Reduced debtors

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

 Meter audit report

√

Conduct an audit on commercial and
industrial customers consuming 100
kva and above and correct errors on
the meters
Repair or replace faulty meters for up
to date accounts within 3 months

CFO, Director
Tecchnical
CFO, Director
Technical

√

02 Jan
2019

Metering of municipal consumption

CFO, Director
Technical

√ √

01 Jan
2019

Convert defaulting conventional meter CFO, Director
customers to pre-paid meters
Technical

√ √

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Number of defaulting
customers converted
Ongoing
per month

√

Review credit control policy and
electrical supply policy to convert
conventional meters to pre-paid and
align to by-laws

√ √

01 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Conventional meters
converted into pre
Ongoing
paid meters

√

CFO, Director
Technical

√

131

Increase revenue
31 Mar 2019 1000 faulty meters
repaired/replaced
Ongoing
 Increased revenue
30 Jun 2019 Proper accounting for
water
Ongoing

√

√

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Revenue
management:
Electricity billing

Reconciliation of electricity purchased
vs sales and own consumption

CFO,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 -Proper accounting
for electricity
Ongoing
purchased

√

Assess whether approved tariff
structure is cost reflective

CFO,

√ √

2 Jan
2019

√

Confirm that NERSA approved tariffs
CFO,
are captured in the financial system, on
the billing system and on pre-paid

√ √

2 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Cost reflective tariff
-Reduced
unaccounted for
electricity
30 Jun 2019 Correct tariffs
captured and billed

CFO, Director
√ √
Technical Services,
Technical

2 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Correct Eskom
accounts

√

CFO, Director
Waste
Management,
Manager Budget
CFO, Director
Technical

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Cost reflective tariff
structure

√

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Approved tariffs
billed

√

Monitor and follow-up for variance on
various bulk accounts from Eskom
Assess whether approved tariff
Revenue
management: Refuse structure is cost reflective
Ensure that approved tariffs are
captured on the financial system and
are billed

132

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Update refuse removal register on a
monthly basis

Director
Community
Services

Repair and install weigh bridges at all
landfill sites

Director
Community
Services

Review tariff for private dumping

CFO, Director
Waste
Management

Rental for municipal Reconcile all lease agreements with
lease register and asset register
facilities
(Recreational facilities)

√

√

√

Director Technical √ √
services, GM
Human Settlement

133

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Updated refuse
removal register
Ongoing

√

01 July
2020

30 Jun 2021 Good functioning
weigh bridges
Ongoing

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Reviewed cost
reflective tariffs

√

02 Jan
2019

30 June
2019

√

Complete facilities
asset register

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Review all lease agreements to be in
line with market related rates

Reconcile the tariffs on the financial
system and billing

Customer Care

Director Technical √ √
services, GM
Human Settlement
Planning

02 Jan
2019

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Correct billing

CFO

30 June
2019

-Market related rental
rates

√

-Increased revenue

√

Ongoing

Verify all municipal tenants and billed
accordingly

Director Technical √ √
services, GM
Human Settlement

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 All tenants billed
correctly
Ongoing

√

Establish and centralise all customer
care activities/functions to Customer
Care Unit

MM, All Directors

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Improved customer
care

√

Develop and implement a customer
care policy and customer charter

MM,All Directors

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
service
Ongoing

√

Improve communication between
consumers and the municipality

All Directors

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
service
Ongoing

√

√

134

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Debtors
management: Credit
control and Debt
Collection

Implement electronic distribution of
accounts (MMS, SMS, Email,and
online)

CFO, , Manager
ICT

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
service
Ongoing

√

Capacitate Customer Care officials

Director
√ √
Corporate Services

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
service
Ongoing

√

Conduct campaign for payment of
services

All Directors,
Councillors

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increased revenue

√

Conduct data analysis of billed debtors
vs municipal valuation roll and update
customer details on the billing system

CFO

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
relations
Ongoing

√

Classify consumers and target the top
100 debtors in value terms to collect
the amounts outstanding within the
first month; which include:
Businesses, Government departments
and individual consumers.

CFO, Manager
Revenue

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jn 2019 Improved collection

√

135

Ongoing

Ongoing

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Thereafter, every week, target the next CFO, Manager
100 highest debtors’ balances
Revenue

√ √

Implementation of council resolution
on the collection arrears from
councillors and staff

√

30 Apr2019, Improve collection
01
Feb2019 ongoing

Training of employees on full utilisation CFO
of billing system and Standard
Operating Procedures

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Efficient employees

Resolve outstanding queries, update
billing records and implement credit
and debt collection policy.

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved customer
service
Ongoing

√

Review and develop credit control and CFO
√
debt collection policy consistent with
the financial and administrative ability
of the municipality to sustain this
Approval of the new credit control
√
CFO, Director
policy.
policy and by laws giving effect to the
Corporate Services
Policy by Council and implementation
thereof

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Binding policies

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Binding policies and
by laws

√

CFO

CFO

136

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improve collection

√

Ongoing
X

√

Ongoing

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Advice Councillors and staff of their
MM,CFO, All
roles and responsibilities with regards Directors
to credit control and by -law
enforcement.
Review the debt book against the
CFO,
Indigent Register and consider write off
where applicable

√ √

Analyse and write off all inactive
municipal debt accounts

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increase revenue

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduce debt book

√

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduce debt book

√

Introduce payment incentive/discounts MM,CFO,
on long outstanding accounts and/or
early payers

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increase revenue

√

Appoint a Debt collector on
commission basis for all debts older
than 90 days

MM, CFO

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increase revenue

√

Appoint an Attorney to be responsible
for only Debt Collection to process all
accounts that passed stage of internal
debt collection.

MM,CFO

√

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increase revenue

√

CFO,

137

√

Ongoing

Ongoing

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Establish/resuscitate debt collection
steering committee that will be
responsible for debt collection and
ensure regular meetings to evaluate
Conduct an extensive training on debt
the work done.
collection to municipal employees.
Indigent
management

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Increase revenue

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Efficient employees

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Complete indigent
register
Ongoing

√

CFO,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Effective indigent
register management
Ongoing

√

Quarterly review and propose write off CFO,
of debt owed by indigent beneficiaries
of free basic services.

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduction of debts

√

Review the indigent Policy

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Indigent Policy
revised

√

Update and Implement Indigent
registration process plan.
Monthly verification of registrations

MM

CFO

CFO,

CFO,

√ √

√ √

138

√

Ongoing
√

Ongoing

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Linkage of rebate system with the
Home Affairs Grant system
Expenditure
Management

CFO,

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduce illegal
incentives
Ongoing

√

Conduct and finalise investigations of MM, MPAC
the prohibited expenditures

√ √

02 Jan
2019

√

Review the Expenditure Management CFO,
policies to deal with any internal
controls weaknesses identified by the
investigation outcome.
Investigate the system for Sundry
CFO, , ICT
Payments to be closed. All payments to
be made must be inclusive of the
official order, invoice and the delivery
All payments vouchers to be scanned CFO
note.
for the financial period 2018/19

√ √

02 Jan
2019

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Reduced
Unauthorised,
Ongoing
Irregular, Fruitless
Wasteful
30 Jun 2019 and
-Reduced
expenditures
Unauthorised,
Irregular, Fruitlaess
Wasteful
30 Jun 2019 and
Reduced
expenditures
Unauthorised,

√

02 Jan
2019

Develop and Implement the cost
MM, CFO, All
curtailment measures focusing on key Directors
cost drivers within the Municipality.

√ √

02 Jan
2019

139

Irregular, Fruitlaess
- Reduced audit
and Wasteful
31 Mar 2019 Record
management
findings
expenditures
Ongoing
- Reduced audit
31 Mar 2019 Effective cash flow
findings
management
Ongoing

√

√

√

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Payroll

Centralize the submission of invoices to All Directors
Expenditure Section.

√ √

Develop and Implement an invoice
submission register

MM, CFO, Manager
ICT

√

Ongoing
02 Jan
31 Mar 2019 Effective payment
2019
system

Conduct spot checks for work done
prior to payment on regular basis

All Directors, CFO

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Number of spot
chacks done
Ongoing

√

Fully utilization internal equipment
All Directors
prior to outsourcing and leasing of
external equipment.
Enforcement of human resources
Director: Corporate
policies to curb employee related costs Services
(overtime, acting, standby, travelling
allowances, cellphone allowances)

√

02 Jan
2019

√

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Reduced spending on
outsourcing
Ongoing
31 Mar 2019 Reduction of
overtime

Design procedure manuals step by step CFO,Director
to provide clear roles of Finance and Corporate Services
Corporate Services.

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 /30/
2019

√

140

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Effective payment
system and cash flow
Ongoing
management

Procedure manuals
developed

√

√

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Ensure that
appropriate
financial
controls are
developed
that take into
account the
need for
financial
discipline
which are
enforced

Conduct Training of Payroll officials
and cover leave management in the
main system.

CFO, Director
Corporate Services

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Effective and efficient
staff with improved
work

√

Basic accounting processes to be
improved and applied to ensure that
accurate financial information is
provided timeously

CFO

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Accurate accounting
records maintained
Ongoing

√

Accounting records to reflect accurate CFO
state of municipality’s finances.

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Improved Audit
opinion
Ongoing

√

Monthly reconciliations for all control CFO
accounts to be done timeously.

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar
2019,
Monthly

Credible and accurate
in year reports

√

Review internal controls and report to MM, CFO
management, Audit Committee and
Council

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved compliance

√

Develop and/or update operating
CFO
procedures and policies relating to
enhancement of control environment

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Improved compliance

√

141

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Supply Chain
Management

Review standard operating procedures CFO
and ensure proper segregation of
duties

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jan 2019 Improved compliance

√

Accurate monthly and Mid year
reporting in compliance with MFMA

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 Accurate reporting
including Mid year
Ongoing
and interim audits

√

Review and updating of all financial
CFO
internal controls including
procurement, spending and
contracting and supplier management

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Implemented
financial internal
controls

√

Goods and services to be procured
CFO,
according to EMLM Supply
Management policies. All supporting
documentations to be in place before
goods and services are procured.

√

02 Jn 2019 31 Mar 2019

Ensure effective Demand Management CFO,

√

MM,CFO

 Adherence to EMLM

√

SCM Policy

142

02 Jan
2019

Goods and services
procured only on the
31 Mar 2019 basis of supporting
 Effective Demand
documentation
Ongoing
Management

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Determine whether budget and cash CFO,
flow is available before Specifications
Committee meetings

√

The SCM Unit must be properly
structured, capacitated, trained and
operational

√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019

management
 Effective SCM Unit

√

The Municipality must advertise when CFO,
establishing the list of prospective
suppliers

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

 SCM processes

√

This list must be updated and reviewed CFO,
annually

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 regulations and
 SCM processes
policy
Ongoing
conform to SCM

√

Specification, Evaluation, and
MM
Adjudication Committee members
must be appointed formally in writing

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 regulations and
 Bid Committees(
policy
Ongoing
Specification,

√

SCM Practitioners and all Bid
MM,CFO,Director
Committee members to sign
Corporate Services
adherence to Codes of Good Conduct

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019 Evaluation, and
 Clean audit
Adjudication ) to be
Ongoing
properly and fully

√

MM,CFO

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019
Ongoing

Ongoing

 Effective budget and
cash flow

conform to SCM

functional
143

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Bid Committee members to declare
interest, confidentiality and
impartiality at every meeting

MM, CFO, Director
Corporate services

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019

Bid Committee meetings scheduled
MM, CFO
and timeous sitting to ensure speedily
adjudication of all tenders

√

Cease the utilization of Regulation 32 CFO,

√

02 Jan
2019

√

02 Jan
2019

Procure long term contracts for
CFO,
demands of goods and services
required on an ongoing basis through a
long terms contracts eg electrical
and fuel
supply
Asset Management equipment
Prepare monthly
reconciliation
MM,CFO
between the asset management
system and the GL.

 Clean audit

√

 Improvement in

√

Ongoing

Ongoing

turnaround times

31 Mar 2019 and operational
 Reduce irregular
efficiencies in
expenditure
service delivery
31 Mar 2019
 Reduce irregular

√

√

expenditure
√ √

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019
Ongoing

 Credible Fixed Asset
Register
 Clean audit opinion

144

√

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

Measurable
Outcome

End Date

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Update asset register

MM,CFO

Establish Asset Management
Manager Assets
Committee to ensure smooth flow of Management, All
information from Consulting Engineers, Directors
contractors and Technical Services to
BTO for compilation of accurate FAR
annually.
Conduct an audit of strategic and CFO, Director:

√ √

Update anddevelop action plan to
address outcomes of FMCMM
assessment.

MM, CAE, All
Directors

Implement action plan to address
MM, CAE, All
outcomes of the FMCMM assessment Directors

Monthly

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019
Ongoing



√

Credible Fixed
Asset Register

 Credible Fixed Asset

√

Register
 Clean audit opinion

√

non-strategic assets and optimise Corporate
and/or sell or investigate alternate Services
asset management options.
FMCMM

02
Jan2019

Reduce
Expenditure

01 Feb
2019

30 June
2019,
ongoing

 Improved balance
sheet

02 Jan
2019

√

√

01 Apr
2019

31 Mar 2019 Financial
 Implemented

√

obligations
FMCMM
Action Plan
01 Jun 2019 honoured(creditors
 Implemented
)
Ongoing
FMCMM action plan
 Optimised and

√

Ongoing

maximum use of
145

assets.
 Increased revenue
and reduced cost

√
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Focus area

Key Activities

Person
Responsible (Title)

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Audit Action Plan

MSCOA
Implementation

Develop and implement internal,
external audit action plan and form
part of revised SDBIP.

MM, All Directors

Revive MSCOA Steering committee to CFO, Director
implement MSCOA projects including Corporate Services
the monitoring and assess the
performance of key deliverables
according
signed SLAincluding
with
Integrationtoofthe
sub-systems
CFO, Manager ICT,
system
provider
pre- paid system with the core system

√

Activation of other MSCOA modules

√

Director Corporate
Services, CFO

02 Jan
2019

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar 2019
Ongoing
31 Mar 2019

 No. of findings

√

cleared
 Transacting live on

√

MSCOA system
√

02 Jan
2019
02 Jan
2019

30 Jun 2019 
 Integrated systems

√

31 Jun 2019

√

Ongoing

 Informed municipal
council about Mscoa
legislations and
requirements

146

Reduce
Expenditure
√
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8.7

Focus Area

Strategy Seven: Infrastructure And Service Delivery Improvements
Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

Enhance of
waste
management
operations

Construct and rehabilitate
weighbridge

S

Director:
Community
Services

√

√

30 Jun
2019

Increased revenues

01 Mar
2019

30 Jun
2020

Reliable and
sustainable waste
management services

01 Mar
2019

30 Jun
2019

Improved operational
efficiency

√

02 Jan
2019

28 Feb
2019
On
going

Reduction in land
development
applications backlogs

√

02 Jan
2019

√

√

147

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue

02 Jan
2019

Develop and implement Standard
Operating Procedures for Waste
Management

Implementation of the Spatial
Development Framework

L

Enable charging of
tariffs on landfill sites

√

Director
Technical
Services,
GM: Human
Settlement

Measurable
Outcome

30 Jun
2020

Ensure compliance of land fill sites
with National Environmental
Management Act,

Set up system to ensure timeous
processing of land development
applications in line with Spatial
Planning and Land Use Management
By-Laws

End Date

01 Mar
2019

Develop cost reflective tariffs for
waste disposal

Land
Development
and spatial
development
framework

M

Start
Date

28 Feb Optimized town
2019
planning and
On going

√

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

√

√

√

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

Upgrade distribution substations at:
Western,
Ebden,
Mlungisi
Queendastria

√

Director:
Technical
Services

Develop and implement repair and
maintenance plans for electricity,
roads and waste management.

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar
2019
On
going

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2020

√

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

√

√

√

√

infrastructure
development

Improved reliability of
electricity supply
Increased access to
electrical services

√

Upgrade and refurbish electrical
distribution
networks (cables,
kiosks, etc.)

Repair and
maintenance:
Enhance repair
and

Measurable
Outcome

L

Implementation of court orders
against illegal land and building use

Electricity:
Restore
reliability and
sustainability of
electrical
supply

End Date

Director:
Technical
Services

√

148

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2021
On going

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2019 On
going
annually

Unlock development
potential that had been
held back by unreliable
electricity supply.
Reduced long term
Increased
repair and revenues
maintenance costs.
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

maintenance
operations

√

Develop and implement standard
operating procedures (SoPs) for
repair and maintenance staff

Prioritize setting aside 8% of PPE
carrying value as budget for
operations and maintenance
infrastructure assets

Reduction of
energy
distribution
losses

Install energy efficient technologies in
Municipal buildings

Director:
Technical
Services

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2019

√

√

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun
2022
On going

√

√

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun
2021

Assessment of metering options and
implement recommendation

√

Install bulk (check meters on intake
points), zonal meters.

√

√

02 Jan
2019

Improved asset
performance
Improved reliability of
electricity supply

Reduced energy losses

Reduction in risk of
exceeding NMD and
30 Jun
2019 On associated penalties
going

149

√

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun
2020

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

Increased revenues

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

√

√

√

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
Reduced unaccounted
2019 On for electricity and
going
revenue losses

Prioritise repairs to faulty meters

√

√

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
Increased billing
2019 On accuracy
going

Metering of municipal building and
facilities

√

√

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun
2020

√

√

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2021

Identification and rectification of
illegal connections

Long term
infrastructure
planning

Development/ review of electricity
sector plans (electrification master
plan, energy master plan, electrical
infrastructure master plan,

Director:
Technical
Services

√

Roads and Energy sector
infrastructure plans
Well-coordinated and
efficient infrastructure
service delivery

150

√

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

√

Development of Roads and
Stormwater masterplan

√

01 Jul
2019

30 Jun
2021

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

Improved services
reliability and customer
satisfaction
Improved asset
performance and
increased useful lifespan

Improve
vehicular
mobility/
accessibility

Assessment of metered parking
options and adopting
recommendations

Director:
Technical
Services

√

√

Implement metered parking
recommendations

Enhance fleet
and its
management

Development of fleet management
strategy

Director:
Technical
Services

√

151

01 Mar
2019

30 Jun
2019

01 Jul
2019

On going

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2019

Improve traffic flow and
reduce congestion

√

Improve road safety
Unlock investment and
job creation

Fleet management
strategy

√

√
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

√

Implementation of fleet management
strategy

Mitigate
shortages of
tools of trade

Conditional and functional
assessment of the tools of trade and
equipment

Director:
Technical
Services

√

√

Develop strategy to reduce shortage
of tools of trade and equipment

√

Implement strategy to reduce
shortage of tools of trade and
equipment.

Reduce theft
and vandalism
of Municipal
assets

Development of security
management strategy to improve
security on municipal assets
(surveillance, armed response, etc.)

√

Director:
Community
Services

√

√

152

√

01 Jul
2019

On going

Improved availability of
fleet

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar
2019

Condition and
functionality report for
tools and equipment

01 Apr
2019

30 Jun
2019

Improved availability of
tools and equipment

01 Jul
2019

On going

02 Jan
2019

30 Jun
2019

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

√

√

√

√

Improved turnaround time
for repairs and
maintenance

Security management
strategy
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Focus Area

Key Activities

Timeline #
(√ - Tick)

Person
Responsibl
e (Title)
I

S

M

Start
Date

End Date

Measurable
Outcome

L

Impa
ct
Increase
Revenue
√

Implement security management
strategy

Enhance
utilization of
capital
funding

Development and adherence to
procurement plans for infrastructure
projects

Director:
Technical
Services,
CFO

√

√

01 Jul
2019

On going

Reduced incidence of
vandalism and theft of
Municipal assets

√

√

02 Jan
2019

31 Mar
2019
On going

Projects meeting target
outcomes and dates
according to plan.

01 Mar
2019

30 Jun
2019

02 Jan
2019

On going

√

Develop long term projects
implementation plans

Adherence to the MFMA regulations
(regarding timeous payment of service
providers) and conditional grants

√

√

√

√

√

√

Improved service delivery
levels and customer/
ratepayer satisfaction.
Reduced risk of losing
unspent grant funding.
Improvement in capital
spending

Ring fencing of conditional grants

√

√

√

153

√

01 Mar
2019

On going

Grant funding fully utilised
exclusively for intended
projects

√

Reduce
Expenditur
e
√

√
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9.

ANNEXURE A: FINANCIAL RATIOS
AFS
2017

AFS
2018

AFS
2019

AFS
2020

AFS
2021

AFS
2022

AFS
2023

FINANCIAL RATIOS

Norm

Liquidity Management
Current Ratio

Actual Actual Target Target Target Target Target
1.01
0.51
1.0
1.5
1.8
2
2

Cash / Cost Coverage Ratio (Excl Unspent Grants)
Debtors Management
Net Debtors Days
Collection Rate

Norm
1.5 to 2:1
1 to 3
Months
Norm
30 Days
95%

0
Actual
N/A
N/A

0
Actual
292
78%

0.5
Target
180
90%

1
Target
90
95%

2
Target
30
>98%

2.5
Target
30
>98%

3
Target
30
>98%

Bad Debts Written-off as % of the Bad Debt Provision

100%

0%

45%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Expenditure Efficiency
Creditors Payment Period
Remuneration (Employee Related Costs and Councillors
Remuneration as % of Total Operating Expenditure)

Norm
Actual Actual Target Target Target Target Target
30 Days
49
120
60
30
30
30
30
25%
to
40%
37%
38%
37%
37%
37%
37%
37%

Contracted Services % of Total Operating Expenditure

2% to 5%

2%

0%
Norm
95%
100%
95%
100%
95%
100%

79%
82%
50%
25%
15%
10%
5%
Actual Actual Target Target Target Target Target

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and Unauthorised Expenditure/ Total
Operating Expenditure
Budget Implementation
Operating Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator
Operating Revenue Budget Implementation Indicator
Capital Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator

154

to
to
to

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

89%

117%

95%

95%

95%

95%

95%

69%

95%

95%

98%

100%

100%

100%

55%

122%

95%

98%

100%

100%

100%
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Service
and Property Rates Revenue Budget Implementation
95%
LiabilityCharges
Management
Norm
Actual
Indicator
100%
Debt (Total Borrowings)/ Total Operating Revenue
45%
0%
Capital Cost (Interest Paid and Redemption) as a % of
Total Operating Expenditure

toActual
0%

Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
242% 99%
98%
100% 100% 100%

1%

13.0%

14.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

6% to 8%

0%

0%

4.0%

5.5%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

Asset Management
Capital Expenditure to Total Expenditure (Operating and
Capital)
Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment,
Investment Property and Intangible Assets (Carrying
Value)
Repairs and Maintenance as a % of Property, Plant and
Equipment and Investment Property (Carrying Value)
Efficiency

Norm
10%
20%

Actual

Actual

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

9%

10%

15%

18%

20%

20%

20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

8%

1%

0%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

Norm

Actual

Actual

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

Net Operating Surplus Margin

>=0%

-6%

-23%

3%

5%

10%

10%

10%

Net Surplus /Deficit Electricity

0% to 15% 8.5%

-17%

9.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

Net Surplus /Deficit Refuse

>=0%

?%

?%

-30%

12.0%
2%

2%

3%

5%

Actual

Actual

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

10%

9.5%

9.0%

8.5%

8.0%

7.0%

to

Distribution Losses
Electricity Distribution Losses (Percentage)

7% to 10% 10%

Revenue Management

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

Growth in Number of Active Consumer Accounts

?%

?%

8%

10%

14%

15%

10%

10%
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Revenue Growth (%)

CPI

0%

12%

18.5%

10%

12%

13%

14%

12%

Revenue Growth (%) - Excluding Capital Grants

CPI

0%

12%

13.8%

10%

12%

13%

14%

12%

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

?%

0%

29.2%

30.0%

35.0%

40.0%

42.0%

45.0%

?%

-0%

22.8%

23.0%

24.0%

25.0%

28.0%

29.0%

70%

70%

67.2%

68.0%

68.5%

69.0%

70.0%

70.0%

Grant Dependency
Own Funded Capital Expenditure (Internally
Generated Funds + Borrowings) to Total Capital
Expenditure
Own Funded Capital Expenditure (Internally
Generated Funds) to Total Capital Expenditure
Own Source Revenue to Total Operating Revenue
(Including Agency Revenue)
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